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t INTRODUCTION t 

The World of Dark Sun 

A world sucked dry by vampiric defilers, torn and scarred by power-hungry 
mages, burnt and seared by a sun gone slightly nova; a world known simply 
as Athas. Athas is bad - real bad. You've heard of Death Valley? You've 
heard of the Sahara? They've got nothing on Athas. You see, Death Valley 
and the Sahara end. They stop, eventually. They run into jungles or forests 
or even oceans. But not Athas. Athas never stops. It has no oceans. And 
you're stuck in the middle of it. 

Athas, the world of Dark Sun, has a 
dark and ominous history. Once a 
world of lush vegetation, thriving 
with life and prosperous with trade, 
Athas fell to the whims of its mages. 
In their lust for power, these mages 
found ways to tap the planet's vitality 
to add to their own, unconcerned 
that the effects on their environment 
were devastating. As a result, Athas 
now labors under the oppressive 
heat of a crimson sun, with seabeds 
full of silt instead of water. Almost all 
mines have tapped out, so metal is 
extremely rare - and very valuable. 
Scarcer still are any sources of water. 
Athas: an ecological nightmare. 
On Athas, there are no rainforests. 
On Athas, there is no ozone layer. 

On Athas, even the monsters weep. 
For Athas is a dead planet. This 
once-vibrant ball of water and 
greenery has been raped by mages 
careless of their surroundings and 
turned into a dry, desiccated husk, 
groaning on toward its final demise. 
Welcome, adventurers. 
The creatures of Athas, twisted by the 
free use of magic, were forced to 
adapt to the harsh conditions. New 
monsters continue to emerge from the 
deep desert to plague those humans 
who survived. And survive they have, 
though under grim conditions. The 
only stable communities are rigidly 
controlled city-states. 

These are ruled without exception by 
vicious, seldom-seen sorcerer-kings 
- the last remnants of the mages 
who destroyed Athas. These kings 
aspire to godhood, ruling through 
religious organizations headed by 
their templar minions. Their rule is 
uniformly harsh and capricious, 
and vast numbers of people are 
enslaved. Only the strongest, 
physically or magically, can feel any 
measure of safety. 

DARK Su O NLINE: CRIMSON SANDS 

takes place in and around the city
state of Tyr. King Tithian has 
disappeared, and the city is still 
coming to terms with its new relative 
independence. It is a time of change, 
one in which the right people can 
become legend .... 

What Comes with This Game? 
In addition to this online rule book, 
your package should contain a 
CD-ROM. (Give you a hint- if 
you're reading this , you probably 
have the CD.) The rule book explains 
how to play the game and gives you 
valuable reference information on 
characters, monsters, spells, and 
psionics. The CD contains the game 
and the network software you'll need 
to play online. 
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Using the Mouse 
A mouse is required to play this game. 
A note to novice users: throughout 
this book, the term "click" means 
move the cursor to the desired area 
and press either the left or right mouse 
button. "Right-click" means move the 
cursor to the desired area and press 
the right mouse button. "Left-click" 
means move the cursor to the desired 
area and press the left mouse button. 
Note that even when using the mouse 
you can hit Esc to exit any menu. 

Using the Keyboard 
Operations in this game are designed 
for the mouse; but many of the 
functions have hot key equivalents. 
Certain other functions require 
keyboard commands. See the "Hot 
Keys" sections on page 34 and 89 for 
a complete list. 
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t INTRODUCTORY JOURNAL t 

Look. I do"'' ho" th< um< to h<IP yo"""'· I'" got my""" pn>bl<m< ID 
d<0i with, Ilk< th< Ty''"" nmpl" C"""'" fo' ''"'""· Why doo't Y"" 
tok< Y""' b"''""' ,1.,w- <DY· thot'< o "'" pll< of ,uom" Y"" ho" 

there .... You carry that around with you? Hmm. 

(Ah<rn) 5""' I '"" h<iP y•"· ""'got pl<"'Y off'" um•· fo' thot pd" 

Sit and listen. wanderer. 

I wo< '"''" th<« dty woil< i"'' lo<t ""'·Yo" th1"k ii'< doo«"'"' •"' 
h•" Jo th< wo<t<Jood<. i'"' uy hoog1"g """"d m;ld< Ty' fo' o wh il<-
Yo,·JI '" whol I m<D"· 0"' v<-klDg TJlhloD'< ""'" ott<mP' to "'"'" '°"""' of thi< mod hO"« wo< o oobl< Jd<O. ""' ooth1"g '°"<lop lh< 
now of P"'<""' ,;ght? I doo 't thtok h< wa< od1"8 1" hi< b<-<t i"dgrn<Dl 

when he died to save this cursed city. 

Now that he's out of the way. there's nothing stopping the Templar 
CoDD'il. They "'b yoD 1" Y"'" ,Jup. ""d ou«l Y"" f" '°''""'Y 1" th< 
daytlm<- Th<'<'< oo "Y'"g fo' m•"Y h<"· NobOdY I< go1"g to wm< ID 
yo"' "-''"'· Th I< '' ty i< ""'""" w i lh th ""''· ""d o< f o' o< I '" o td I, mo< t 
of th<m "" oo th< Co""'"· Uol'-" Y"" Ilk< ;tobbtog p<OP'' 1" th< b<"'
my•'''" to Y"" i< ID <toy o< fo' awoy f,om tho« p<0pl< o< yoo '°" 

And where is the people's ally in our time of need? The Veiled Alliance 
woo'! h<IP Y""· tfthol'< who! Y"" """htDkiog. Oh, they'll h<lp if ii'< 1" 

th<ll '"""''· ood I m"-'' odmll th•Y"' '"""" o fol' om•""' of thi< '"'" 
powu '"""""· b"' th<Y'" oot '°"'"""'with yo"' w<U-b<iog. Uoi«< 
Y"" """ k f "' th<m, tho l i;. If ii i<D · t oo< '"""'' <Y'"m' II'< aoot h<' 

People are disappearing mysteriously in the night. only to appear on 
some thri-kreen's supper plate. Evil creatures can be seen slithering 

"""' """ •'""""' gli<'"''"' 1" lh< light oflh< '""· """"uog tol« 
of <Vil ""'omooW< ... hWifl'Jog moo<l<" that lh,JW OD yDD' n<-<h- .. 
th<« "" th< '"m"" of 1odoy'< Ty'· Goo<"" th< doy< wh•" go«iP wo< 

what your neighbor was doing last evening. 

D«pil< oll thi< modo<« pwpl< <!ill Po"''" f"'m th< d<•"'· '°'" to 
earn a name (or themselves in this cesspool. I suppose there's room 
1" <id< f "' a f<" h<'~" E "'"' 't ty o<W< it< <ho re. «P" Jolly Ty'. El lh<' 
th"'· " oo< good '"'thq""'' to wip< th< ''"" d<ao- With th< mD'< of 
'""""' ood Po""'" ""'" thi< oightm•"· th< who!< ,lty "°"" ;1"k 

into the ground! I'm certain of it. 

So. yo" woo t<d ;om<Dd'"'' I ha" <om< fo' Y""· """' oow. whit< Y"" 
<!ill h•" th< 'h"""· 0,, b< th< fooli<h h<'D thol !hi< ta"d owl<. ood 
dW< h""'""' 1"1D th< mi"- Thol i< th< b<<l od''" I'"" gW< wDDd'"' 

Now. about that ceramic .... 

HOWTOPLAYC RIMSON SANDS 

Create a charact b 
CREATE CHARACTERer y ~~lecting 
Y 

·See Creaf 
our Character" on mg 

more information. page 7 for 

Mouse Modes 
While your character ad 
Athas, use the ventures on mouse to d. 
character's mo irect your vements a d . 
The mouse has th n actions. 

ree modes: 

•Walk • Attack • L k 

R
. h 00 

1g t-click to eh 
modes. Notice t~~tg~h between these 
through the · 

1 
e cursor cycles 

. cons each t. 
nght-click. To make ime you 
happen , left-cl· k a selected action 

IC . For exa l 
you have the "Walk" m~ e, if 
left-click to mak mouse ICon, 
walk from on l e yo.ur character 

e ocat1on t 
To scroll th o another. 

e screen mo h 
cursor in the d. , ve t e mouse 1rectio . 
screen to move. The n you wish the 
the direction selecte;cre~n scrolls in 
the cursor away f until you move 
edge, or until ourom the screen 
the scroll bou~d reach the edge of 

ary. 
Note that the mous . 
temporarily l e pointer is rep aced b 
glass when the am . Y an hour-
your commandg e is processing 

s. 

Whenever you use . 
something a1· . an icon to target 

• m with th corner of the ic e upper-left on. 

Walk ~ 
Use the mouse . area you want pointer to find the 

your character to walk 
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to. Left-click on that l . 
Walk icon. If it is o.cat1on with the 
there the h possible to get 

d
. ' c aracter tak h 
irect route to d es t e most 

walk somewh o so. If you try to 
ere that is· 

get to, the icon eh impossible to 
Walk icon and anges to the Can't 
until you make ~o~.rffcharacter waits 
Yo I erent request 

u may also move . 
around using th your character 
numeric keypad~ arrow keys on the 

When combat is initia d 
the h<Vo attack . te by one of 
use the Walk . icons explained below 
nent by clicki~~o~nt~hattack an oppo-' 
character walk e target. The 
automatically :t:~ct;sei~arget and 

In Athas there is h.d . ~hich can only be'fo:en treasure 
111to suspicious 1 n~ by walking 
rubble) and se/ ~~es (like piles of 
Look icon may re Ibng. Using the 

not e enough. 

Attack , 
There are two . C ways to atta k 111 RIMSON SANDS c enemies 
Hand and Ran d They are Hand-to-
to switch back ~~d There is no need 
Hand-to-Hand and orth between 
manually· simpl Ranged attacks 

' y ready both 
weapons - the c types of 
which icon/wea omputer will decide 
NPC ( pon can be used. 

s Non-Playe Ch flee , fight back r aracters) may 
reinforcement; ·~r even summon 
mind that indis I .at~ackedl Keep in 
lead to a distin~;;;~~at~ killing may 
speak with Thi· . o people to . s 111 turn m 
you to miss essenf 1 l ay cause ia c ues and items. 
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The Hand-to-Hand Attack ........ 
icon only works when your 
character is adjacent to an 

enemy. Click the icon on the enemy 
and the character attacks it with his 
or her readied weapon(s) . A char
acter can ready t\vo one-handed 
weapons, one in each hand. Rangers 
and characters with high Dexterity 
do so at no penalty. Others use the 
second weapon at a disadvantage. If 
the character is not adjacent, the 
Invalid version of the icon appears. 

The Ranged Attack icon only 
"- works when the enemy is at a 

distance and the character 
has a readied missile weapon and/or 
ammunition. If the enemy is out of 
range, the icon changes to the Invalid 
version. This means the target is not a 
valid target and cannot be attacked. 

Look 
You can examine objects by clicking 
on them when you are in Look mode. 
If you can use the item, talk to it, or 
pick it up, a box appears with a 
summary and buttons showing your 
options. If only one is available (for 
example, you can only open doors, 
never talk to them or pick them up) it 
happens automatically instead of 
displaying this box. Note that there 
are occasions where the Look 
command will not reveal everything; 
it may be necessary to Walk into 
suspicious places. 
When you are in combat with a 
monster, you can use the Look icon 
to view basic information about your 
opponent, including the type of 
monster it is and its current state 
(charmed, held, petrified, etc.). 

You can also use the Look icon on 
your character to bring up whichever 
option screen was last up. Using the 
Look option on other players gives a 
brief description of what they are 
wearing, any tattoos they may have, 
and any particular quest items they 
carry. You can set an introductory 
text message that will play when you 
are looked at by other players by 
typing //PROFILE and the text at the 
Chat line. 

Talk 
When you click the Look icon on 
someone or something you can talk 
to, the Talk button appears. Left-click 
on it to begin a conversation. Note 
that if you click the Talk icon on a 
human player the Talk button is 
replaced with the Look button. 

Get 
To take an object, click on the Get 
button. The cursor becomes an icon 
of the object. Clicking the object on a 
character places it into that 
character's backpack; otherwise, the 
object may be carried around as the 
cursor. Clicking on an open area 
drops the object on the ground. You 
can only carry one item at a time on 
the mouse pointer. 

Use 
To use an object, click on the Use 
button. Some objects may be used 
on other objects. For example, 
clicking on a pickax and then "using" 
it on a pile of rock may break the 
rock apart and reveal other objects. 
Note that some objects must be used 
from your character's inventory, 

while others must be used outside of 
inventory and used on the ground. 

ote that if you click the Look icon 
on a human player the Use button is 
replaced with the Join button. 

Non-Player Character Interaction 
NPCs (Non-Player Characters) are 
computer-controlled characters that 
your character interacts with in the 
course of the game. Some NPCs 
have their own agendas and initiate 
conversations with the party. 
To speak to an NPC, click the Look 
icon on the character. To start a con
versation, click on the Talk button 
when it appears in the options box. 
One or t\vo windows appear. The 
upper window shows the NPC's 
portrait and what that character is 
saying. The lower window lists the 
responses you may make. To select 
a response, choose the response you 
wish to make and left-click. 

Camping 
~, Camping allows you to 
~ rest. Rest is necessary to 

recover from battles and to regain 
spells and psionic points. Places to rest 
are depicted by a fire ring or a bed. To 
camp, move the Look icon over the fire 
ring and left-click. Note that characters 
rest separately; i.e., even though others 
in your party might be resting, you still 
need to click on the camp icon yourself 
to gain its benefits. 
Psionic Strength Points are fully 
restored, as well as all the spells a 
spellcaster can cast. 

.. • •• \ ... .',-~!·~· ~ • ., - ... 

As a general note, Inns are much 
safer to rest in than out in the 
wilderness. It's less likely that you'll 
lose items or ceramic pieces to 
thieves or bandits in an Inn. 

Training 
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When your character goes up in 
levels, he or she may be eligible to 
learn a new spell , more psionic skills, 
or increase already known psi-skills. 
If so , a box appears with all the icons 
depicting the spells or psionics you 
may learn. To toggle bet\veen different 
spell levels/psionic disciplines, click 
the icon on the lower-left corner of the 
box. To pick a new psionic or spell, 
click on its icon. 
Spell casting /Psionics 
Spells and psionics are often the decid
ing factor bet\veen winning and losing 
a battle. Knowing how to cast spells 
and use psionics is a very important 
skill , and should be learned early on. 
The first step in casting a spell or using 
a psionic discipline is to select it in the 
Cast Spells/ Use PSI screen. After you 
select a spell, the cursor becomes the 
icon you selected. To abort, right-click 
once. Some spells or psionics (healing 
spells, for example) can be cast direct
ly from this screen by clicking the spell 
icon on the target character. Other 
spells and psionics automatically 
return you to the regular game screen. 
Refer to "Cast Spells/Use PSI" on 
page 13 for detailed instructions. 
Once spells have been cast, you may 
also right-click on the Dark Sun icon 
to bring up a box displaying the last 
six spells or psionics icons used. This 
provides quick access to the most 
frequently used spells. 
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CREATING YOUR CHARACTER 

To play the game, you must create at 
least one character. If you wish more 
variety, you can create up to four 
different characters. However, you 
can only play one at a time. The races 
you can choose from are: 

•human 
• dwarf 
• elf 
• half-elf 
• half-giant 
• halfling 
• mul (male character only) 
• thri-kreen (female character only) 

Depending on the race you choose 
for your character, he or she is eligible 
to belong to certain classes. (A class 
is like an occupation.) If you're new 
to Athas, or just want to know more 
about various races and classes, refer 
to "Character Races" on page 17 and 
"Character Classes" on page 19. 

Creating Characters 
To create your own characters, select 
CREATE CHARACTER from the main 
menu. The main menu has the 
fo llowing options: 

START GAME 
CREATE CHARACTER 
EXIT GAME 

After selecting CREATE CHARACTER, you 
see the View Character screen with 
four empty character slots. It has six 
icons along the bottom of 
the screen: View Character, View 
Inventory, Cast Spells/Use PSI, 
Current Spell/ Effects, the Game 
Menu button , and the Return to 
Game button. 

Right-click on an empty 
character slot. 

.l'lrdl You will be taken to the 
Character Generation Screen, similar 
to the one on the following page. 
Here you choose the race, sex, 
class(es) , and abilities of your 
new character. 

Character Portrait 
This area displays a body portrait 
representing your character's race 
and sex. Left-clicking on the 
character portrait advances you 
through the entire selection of races 
and genders. Right-clicking returns 
you to the previous portrait. 
Decide on the race and sex of your 
character by moving through the por
traits until you find what you want. 

Character Icon 
This box displays what your charac
ter looks like from a distance as he or 
she explores the barren face of Athas. 
Click on this box to choose a different 
icon. Left-clicking advances your 
choices; right-clicking reverses the 
choices. 
The number below your icon tells you 
what percentage of people already 
playing CRIMSON SANDS have chosen 
the same icon. 

Class List 
This list shows the various classes 
that your character is eligible for, 
and allows you to choose a class 
(or classes) for your character. 
As a default, the fighter class has 
been pre-selected for you. A dia
mond appears next to currently 
selected classes. 
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• Character Generation Screen • 

Left-clicking on the diamond 
deselects "fighter", and allows you to 
choose a new class. Try deselecting 
"fighter" on a human character. 
Notice that all the class options are 
now available. This is because 
humans can be any class. Other 
races, however, are limited in their 
class options. Halflings, for example, 
cannot be preservers. 
Note that selecting and unselecting a 
class causes the ability scores to be 
rerol led. 
While humans can only have one 
class, (unless they dual class, see 
below) other races are eligible for 
more than one class. When a 
character has two or three classes, 
he or she is referred to as multi
classed. For example, dwarves can 
have one, two, or three classes. 

When multi-classing, keep in mind 
that some classes are unavailable 
when others have been chosen. For 
example, a character cannot be a 
cleric and a druid at the same time. 
In addition, when characters are 
multi-classed they advance in levels 
and hit points much more slowly 
than single-class characters. This is 
because multi-class characters divide 
their experience points evenly 
among the classes. 
Humans with exceptional abili ty 
scores may dual class, meaning to 
start as one class, then change to 
another. The Classes which your 
character will be eligible to dual to 
are marked with a"+". 
For reference information on classes, 
see "Character Classes" on page 19. 
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Psionic Disciplines and/or Clerical Spheres 
This lists the various psionic disci
plines or clerical spheres that your 
character is eligible for, and allows 
you to choose among them. Left
clicking on VIEW SPHERES or VIEW 
PSIONICS toggles between the list of 
psionic disciplines and the list of 
clerical spheres. 
Psionicists specialize in all three 
psionic disciplines: psychokinesis, 
psychometabolism, and telepathy. 
All other characters can only choose 
one of these disciplines. For more 
about these disciplines, refer to 
"Psionicists" on page 22. The default 
for non-psionicists is psychokinesis. 
Clerics, Druids and Rangers can 
choose any one of the four clerical 
spheres: air, earth, fire , and water. 
For a description of the four spheres, 
refer to "Clerics" on page 20. The 
default sphere is air. 

The Die 
Clicking on the die generates a 
random set of values for your 
character's ability scores. 

Character Data 
For a thorough description of these 
statistics, refer to "Other Charac
teristics" on page 22. 

Name Box 
Your character also needs a name; to 
give him or her one, left-click on the 
name box and type in the name of 
your choosing. 
When you are satisfied with the 
character you have created, click on 
DONE to return to the main menu. 

Alternately, you can click on the EXIT 
button to cancel your character 
creation and go to the main menu. 
Modifying Your Character 
Once you have created your character, 
you may decide that you want to 
make minor alterations. Go to the 
View Character screen and right-click 
on the character you want to alter. 
Note: the character highlighted with 
yellow is the character with which you 
will enter the game. 
You'll notice that the menu now reads: 

EDIT 
DROP 
DUAL 

EDIT returns to the character generation 
screen. You may make any changes 
you wish to the character, as during 
generation. This option is only valid 
be(ore the character first goes adven
turing on Athas. 
DROP removes a character from the 
listing. Note that once a character is 
dropped, it (and any items or 
ceramic he or she carried) is lost 
forever! 
DUAL is only available when viewing a 
human character, because only 
humans may become dual-classed. 
You must be at least third level in your 
current class before you can dual class. 
Selecting this option allows you to 
choose a new class. See the "Character 
Classes" section on page 19 for more 
information on dual-class characters. 

CHARACTER OPTIONS 

The first time you left-click 
on the Dark Sun icon, the 

Cast Spells/Use PSI character option 
screen appears. At the bottom left are 
the four character option icons. 
These are described in detail below. 
The most recently chosen character 
option remains selected until you 
choose another. Thus, if you selected 
View Inventory, the next time you 
left-click on the Dark Sun icon (or on 
your character with the Look icon) 
the Inventory screen appears. 

Right-clicking on the Dark Sun icon 
displays the last six spells cast or 
psionics used. Click on one of these 
spell icons to cast the spell or use the 
psionic power. 

View Character 

The View Character screen 
shows your party. When you 

highlight a party member by left
clicking on his or her character box, 
the character's stats and other vital 
information appear on the right side 
of the screen. (Note, however, that 
you can only modify or manipulate 
your own character.) 

Alongside your character box are 
three small buttons; one for selecting 
Computer Control; one for toggling 
Accepting Objects on or off; and 
one for toggling Followers Allowed 
on or off. 

Click on Computer Control to place 
the character's actions under control 
of the computer during combat. 
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Click on Accepting Objects to toggle 
whether your character will accept 
ceramic or objects from other players 
or not. 

Click on Followers Allowed to toggle 
whether your character will allow 
other characters to hook on and 
follow him or her or not. Keep in 
mind that if your character is already 
in a party, clicking on this disengages 
that character from the party. 
Character Boxes 
If you right-click on a character box 
with a character in it, you get the 
following menu: 

CHANGE ICON 
DUAL 

CHANGE ICON returns you to a limited 
character generation screen 1,vhere 
you can select a different icon. 

DUAL is only available when viewing 
a human character, because only 
humans may become dual-classed. 
Selecting this option allows you 
to choose a new class. See the 
"Character Classes" section on 
page 19 for more information on 
dual-class characters. 

If you right-click on an empty charac
ter box, you go to the generation 
screen where you can create another 
character. See the "Creating Your 
Character" section on page 7 for more 
information. 
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COMPUTER-
CONTROLLED 

COMBAT 
ON/OFF 

MONEY 

• Inventory Screen • 

View Inventory 
To use, ready, drop, or transfer 
items, select the View Inventory 

ic?n. The inventory screen appears 
with a large portrait of the active char
acter in the center. To see the inven
tory screen for a different character, 
click on one of the character boxes on 
the left edge of the screen. 
Note that you cannot manipulate 
another person's character other than 
giving them items or ceramic (if their 
Accepting Items toggle is allowing it). 
Surrounding the active character 
portrait are fourteen slots. Each 
refers to a different part of the 
c.haracter's body, such as legs, head, 
fingers , and arms. Left-click on an 
item to pick it up. To move an item to 
the character's body, first pick up the 

item and look for outlines around the 
item slots. A yellow outline appears 
around all the valid slots for that 
item. Place the item over any 
outlined slot; the outline flashes 
when the item is centered. Left-click 
again to drop it there. To ready melee 
weapons for combat, place them in 
your character's hands. Missile 
weapons and their ammunition have 
special slots at the upper left. 
To the upper right are twelve more 
slots representing your character's 
backpack. Store items here that you 
wish to keep. You may also find 
pouches and chests which can be 
used as more storage within the 
backpack. Pouches and chests hold 
six items, and both can be placed in 
your character's backpack. Pouches 
and chests can only hold items. They 

cannot hold other pouches or chests. 
Open pouches and chests by right
clicking on them. Close them by left
clicking on the lid or flap. 
To drop an item, select it (the mouse 
pointer changes to the item selected) 
and click DROP. The item is then 
dropped to the ground and the mouse 
pointer reappears. If you want it 
again, just pick it up off the ground. 
To split a bundle of "grouped" items 
(such as arrows) in half, select it and 
click on SPLIT. This only works if you 
have an empty slot in your backpack 
to hold the other half. 
To transfer an item to another charac
ter, select that item and right-click over 
th.e character box of the character you 
wish to transfer the item to. (Note that 
this only works if that character is 
Accepting Items.) If you left-click 
instead, the inventory screen of the 
character chosen appears. 
The inventory screen also contains 
more data. Under the active character 
portrait, a description box provides 
information about objects, buttons, 
a.nd available options. Along the right 
side of the screen, a panel displays 
character data. Along the bottom of 
the screen, a bar shows how much 
money your character has. To the left 
of the character boxes are buttons that 
allow you to toggle computer
controlled combat on or off, toggle 
Accepting Items on and off, and to 
toggle Followers Allowed on or off. 
Also at the bottom of the screen are 
the four character option buttons 
the Give Ceramic button, the Ga~e 
Menu button, and the Return to 
Game button. 
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Item Summary /Using Items 
Ri?ht-clic.k ~n any item in inventory to 
bnng up its item summary. This is a 
box containing relevant information 
about the item. If the item is magical 
and can be used, a Cast Spell icon 
appears at the top right of the box. 
Select the icon to cast the spell. You 
can't use this function during combat 
if it is not the character's turn, or if the 
spell can't be cast by the character 
holding the item. If you know what 
spell the item casts, the spell icon 
appears in the summary box. When 
you right-click on a permanent spell 
scroll, a window with a spell icon 
appears. Click on the icon to learn the 
spell. Clicking on a one-shot spell 
scroll will cast the spell. You can also 
b~in~ up a spell summary by right
chckmg on the spell icon. 
Some items are inherently magical. 
A magical sword, for example, may 
cast spells against your opponent 
whenever you hit him or her with the 
sword. This happens automatically if 
y~u ~ave the sword readied and fight 
with 1t. Other items cast magical 
effects on whoever wears them. If 
an item casts a haste spell on the 
wearer, for example, the spell is cast 
~s s~on as that item is readied. Keep 
m mmd that in magic-restricted areas 
this is considered the same as 
casting a spell and will most likely 
get your character arrested. 

Stores 
In your adventures on Athas, you may 
encounter shopkeepers who want to 
sell you their wares. When you visit a 
s~ore , the regular inventory screen is 
displayed alongside a store screen. 
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Stores have six item slots showing the 
items for sale. If there are more than 
six items for sale, a MORE button 
appears allowing you to display the 
rest. The prices of the items appear 
below their slots. When you point to 
an item, a flashing highlight indicates 
that you can afford it; a solid highlight 
means you do not have enough 
money. Right-clicking displays 
information on that item. To buy the 
item, simply click on it. The money is 
deducted automatically. The cursor 
becomes the item, and you can place 
it in your inventory where appropriate. 
To sell an item to the shopkeeper, 
select the item and click on SELL. 

To leave the store, select the Return 
to Game button. 

Cast Spells/Use PSI 
~ _""! To select a spell or prepare a 
~ psionic, select the Cast Spells/ 
Use PSI icon. To cycle between spell 
types and levels, click the app.ro~riate 
buttons in the bottom row. Pointing 
with the cursor to a spell or psionic 
displays its name at the bottom of the 
window. Select a spell or psionic by 
left-clicking on its icon. After you have 
chosen, the pointer becomes an icon 
representing your choice. Some spells 
(healing spells, for example) can be 
cast directly from this screen by 
clicking the spell icon on the target. 
Other spells automatically return you 
to the regular game screen. 
Dots around the icon show the area of 
effect. Target the spell with the icon. 
Move it to your target and left-click. To 

Quick Cast: Right-clicking on the 
Dark Sun icon displays a box showing 
the last spell icon cast. Up to six 
different spells are shown in the queue. 
If you have no spells in the queue the 
Cast Spell/Use Psionics screen 
appears. If you cannot cast any more 
spells at a particular level an orange 
"X" appears over the spell icon. 

abort, right-click once. This procedure 
is sufficient to cast most of the spells 
and psionics in CRJMSON SANDS. The 
only exceptions are "wall" spells (i.e., 
a wall of "something"). To cast a wall 
spell, left-click where you want one 
end of the wall to appear. Then move 
the spell cursor to where you want the 
other end of the wall to appear and 
left-click again. The wall now appears 
in the indicated area. 
The maximum number of spells your 
character can cast before resting is 
determined by his or her level. Refer to 
page 86 for the number of spells each 
class has available per level. 
If you move the pointer beyond the 
range of the spell or psionic power, 
the icon disappears and the Can't 
Cast icon takes its place. A location is 
invalid when it is out of range or line 
of sight, or when it cannot be affected 
by magic. 
All characters begin as first-level 
psionicists; obviously, those.wh~ 
choose to be psionicists begin higher. 
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VIEW CHARACTER 

EXIT TO SERVICE CENTER ON YOU 

LIST PLAYERS 

tGameMenu t 

Current Spell/Effects 
To see if any good or evil effects 
are influencing a character, 

select the Current Spell/Effects icon. 
Any effects your character is operating 
under appear in a row next to his or 
her icon. To eliminate a good effect, 
left-click on it and it disappears. 
Evil effects are harder to get rid of. It 
may be necessary to rest, visit a healer, 
or have a spell cast on you, either by 
yourself or another player, which is 
appropriate to the particular problem, 
such as dispel magic or cure disease. 

GAME MENU 

The Game Menu button 
appears on the bottom row 

of the character options screens after 
you have begun adventuring. When 
you select the Game Menu button, 
the Game Menu screen appears with 
the following options: 

View Character 

See "View Character" on page 10. 

View Inventory 
See "View Inventory" on page 11 . 

Cast Spells/Use PSI 
See "Cast Spells/Use PSI" on page 13. 

Current Spell/Effects 
See "Current Spell/Effects" on this page. 

Exit to Service 

If you want to quit playing, select the 
Exit to Service icon. You'll return to 
the· Main Menu. From there you can 
select EXIT GAME to return to the 
network service provider. Note that 
exiting the game in an unsafe area 
may "kill" your character; if this . 
happens, your character reappears m 
Tyr with some of his or her . 
Experience Points lost and/or items 
missing from his or her inventory. 

Center on You 
The Center on You icon centers the 
screen on your character. This is 
useful in large regions when you 
have scrolled the screen away from 
your character. 
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Walk 
Selecting this icon changes your cursor 
to the Walk icon and returns you to 
the game. See the "Walk" section on 
page 4 for more information. 

Attack 
Selecting this icon changes your 
cursor to the Attack icon and returns 
you to the game. See page 4 for more 
information on the Attack icon. 

Look 
Selecting this icon changes your cursor 
to the Look icon and returns you to 
the game. See the "Look" section on 
page 5 for more information. 

Return to Game 
The Return to Game button returns 
you to the game in progress. 

MESSAGE DELAY BAR 

• Set Preferences Menu • 

Set Preferences 
This brings up the Set Preferences 
screen, which allows you to control 
the way the game looks and sounds. 

Music volume is a slide bar you can 
adjust to control music volume. Click 
on the buttons on either end of the 
bar to change the volume. 

Music on/off allows you to toggle 
the music on or off. 

Sound effects volume is a slide bar 
you can adjust to control the volume 
of the sound effects. Click on the 
buttons on either end of the bar to 
change the volume. 

Sound effects on I off allows you to 
toggle the sound effects on or off. 
Message delay is a slide bar you can 
adjust to set the amount of time a 
message box is visible on the screen 
before it disappears. 
Message delay minimax allows you 
to toggle the message delay to its 
minimum or maximum. 
Animations on/off allows you to 
toggle the game's animations on and 
off. Turning the animations off helps 
speed up the game on slower systems. 

About gives you important information 
about the game, including: version 
information, copyright information, 
and SSI's address. 
Credits tells you about all the 
magnificent (and yet modest) people 
who worked on CRIMSON SANDS. 

ABILITY SCORES 

Each character has six randomly 
generated ability scores as described 
below. These scores fall within a 
range determined by the race and 
class of the character. The possible 
values range from 6 (low) to 24 
(high). Higher values always offer 
greater advantages. 

Strength measures physical power, 
muscle-mass, and stamina. High 
Strength increases a character's 
combat ability with melee weapons 
such as swords or maces. 

Dexterity measures agility, hand-eye 
coordination , and reflex speed. 
Characters with high Dexterities 
have bonuses to Armor Class, an 
indication of how difficult they are to 
hit. Thieves especially benefit from 
high Dexterity. Good Dexterity also 
gives bonuses when using missile 
weapons such as bows or slings. 
Constitution measures fitness , 
health , and physical toughness. High 
Constitution increases the number of 
hit points a character receives. 
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Intelligence measures memory, 
reasoning, and learning ability. 
Preservers especially rely on high 
Intelligence scores; their skill and 
very survival hinge on learning and 
using their knowledge of magic. 

Wisdom measures a composite of 
judgment, enlightenment, willpower, 
and intuition. Characters with low 
Wisdom are more susceptible to 
magical spells, while those with 
higher Wisdom have greater resis
tance. Clerics with Wisdom 13 or 
greater receive extra spells (see the 
"Cleric Wisdom Spell Bonus Table" 
on page 86). 

Charisma measures personal mag
netism, persuasiveness, and the 
ability to assume command. NPCs 
may respond better to characters 
with higher Charisma. 

Your ability scores can be raised 
and lowered through magical items 
and spells. If your ability scores 
have been altered from their 
original values two numbers will be 
listed beside that statistic. The 
current value will be listed first , 
separated by a "/" from the original 
value, liste second. 
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CHARACTER RACES 

Your characters can be any of eight 
races: human , dwarf, elf, half-elf, 
half-giant, halfling, mu!, and thri
kreen. Each race has its own unique 
features and abilities. Some races are 
naturally stronger or weaker, or more 
or less agile than others. These 
differences are reflected in modifi
cations to their generated ability 
scores. See the "Racial Ability 
Adjustments Table" on page 87 for 
specific adjustments. 

Humans 
Humans are the predominant race 
on Athas. The average human stands 
between 5 and 6 112 feet tall and 
weighs 130 to 200 pounds. 

Humans can be fighters, gladiators, 
rangers, preservers, clerics, druids, 
thieves, psionicists, and dual-classed. 

Dwarves 
Dwarves are short but extremely 
powerful. Athasian dwarves average 
4 112 to 5 feet in height and tend 
to have a very large muscle mass -
a full-grown dwarf weighs in the 
neighborhood of 200 pounds. 
Dwarves can live up to 250 years. 
By nature, dwarves are nonmagical 
and never cast spells. This restriction 
does not apply to dwarven clerics. 
Dwarves can be fighters, gladiators, 
clerics, thieves, psionicists, and 
multi-class characters. 

Elves 
Elves are a race of long-limbed 
sprinters given to theft, raiding, 
and warfare. An Athasian elf stands 
between 6 112 and 7 112 feet tall. 
They are slender, lean, and generally 
in terrific physical condition. An elf 
warrior is conditioned to run quickly 
over sandy and rocky terrain, some
times for days at a time - such a 
warrior can cross better than 50 
miles per day. 

Elves use no beasts of burden for 
personal transportation. It is dishonor
able among elves to ride on an animal 
unless wounded and near death. 

Elves can be fighters , gladiators, 
rangers, preservers, clerics, thieves, 
psionicists, and multi-class characters. 

Half-Elves 
Half-elves are the result of the inter
mingling of human and elven soci
eties in the great cities of Athas. 
Half-elves are generally tall , standing 
betv.reen 6 and 6 1/2 feet. 

Due to their mixed heritage, half
elves are often unaccepted by both 
elves and humans. This intolerance 
leads them to be self-reliant, and able 
to survive without companionship. 
Half-elves can be fighters, gladiators, 
rangers, preservers, clerics, druids, 
thieves, psionicists, and multi-classed. 

Half-Giants 
Giants dominate many of the islands 
and coastal areas of the Sea of Silt. 
Jn some lost millennium, as a bizarre 
experiment or perhaps as some sort 
of curse, giants were magically cross
bred with humans. Half-giants are 
now fairly common. 

Half-giants stand between 10 and 12 
feet tall, and weigh in the neighbor
hood of 1,600 pounds. Their features 
are human, but exaggerated. 

Half-giants can be fighters , gladiators, 
rangers, clerics, psionicists, and 
multi-classed. 

Halflings 

Halflings are very short humanoids, 
standing no more than 3 112 feet tall. 
They are muscled and proportioned 
like humans, but they have the faces 
of wise and beautiful children. 
Halflings weigh 50 to 60 pounds and 
are always in peak physical condition. 
Halflings can be fighters , gladiators, 
rangers, clerics, druids, thieves, 
psionicists, and multi-classed. 

Mu ls 

Muls are an incredibly tough cross
breed of humans and dwarves. They 
retain the height and cunning of their 
human parent, with the durability 
and raw strength of their dwarven 
parent. Muls are usually the products 
of the slave pits. 
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Full-grown muls stand 6 to 6 112 feet 
tall and weigh 240 to 300 pounds. 
They have stern facial features , and 
most muls have no hair or beard. 

Muls can be fighters , gladiators, 
clerics, druids, thieves, psionicists, 
and multi-class characters. 

Thri-kreen 

Thri-kreen are the least "human" 
in appearance of all the races. 
Thri-kreen are insectoids - six
limbed creatures with tough , sandy
yellow exoskeletons. They stand as 
tall as 7 feet at the shoulder, have 
two large eyes, two antennae, and a 
small, powerful jaw. 

Thri-kreen make and use the chatkcha, 
a crystalline throwing wedge. The 
chatkcha can be thrown up to 90 
yards and still return to the thrower 
if it misses the target. When it hits, 
the chatkcha inflicts 3 to 9 points 
of damage. 

Thri-kreen cannot use armor, cloaks, 
belts, boots, or rings due to their 
non-human shape. 

Thri-kreen can be fighters, gladiators, 
rangers, clerics, druids, psionicists, 
and multi-class characters. 
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CHARACTER CLASSES 

Character classes reflect the interests 
and occupations of your characters. 
A class is like a job; it's what a charac
ter does on a daily basis. Each class 
has certain unique abilities and limi
tations. Characters may also become 
dual- or multi-class, specializing in 
more than one area. 
A dual-class character is one who 
starts in a single class, advances to a 
moderate level, and then changes to 
a second class, starting all over again 
from level one. Only humans can be 
dual-class characters. The benefits 
and abilities of the first class are lost 
until he or she exceeds the level of 
the first class in the second. The 
character can never again advance in 
their first class. A human character 
may do this process twice, potentially 
allowing a total of three classes. In 
order to be eligible to dual class, a 
human must possess a 16 or greater 
in the Prime Requisite of their 
original class, and a minimum of 17 
in the Prime Requisite of any class 
they wish to dual to. 
A multi-class character improves in 
two or three classes simultaneously. 
All experience is divided equally 
between each class. This, of course, 
means that level advancement 
proceeds at a much slower rate than in 
those characters who remain single
class. Only demihumans and thri
kreen can be multi-class characters. 
See "Multi-Class Options for 
Demihumans" on page 88 for the 
allowable multi-class combinations for 
each race. 

Special note: A prime requisite is the 
most important ability score for a par
ticular class. A fighter's prime requisite, 
for example, is Strength. 

Fighters 
ABILITY REQUIREME T: Strength 9 
PRIME REQUISITE: Strength 
RACES ALLOWED: All 

Fighters on Athas are skilled warriors, 
soldiers trained in both individual 
combat and mass warfare. This 
training includes the use and mainte
nance of all manner of weapons and 
armor. Fighters can use any type of 
armor or weapon without penalty. 
(Thri-kreen fighters, however, have 
certain restrictions.) 

Fighters cannot cast magical spells; 
they rely solely on their strong 
sword-arms. They can, however, use 
any type of magical weapon or 
armor. They can also use magical 
items such as rings and gauntlets. 
Fighters gain speed in addition to 
skill when they advance in levels. 
High-level fighters (as well as 
gladiators and rangers) are able to 
attack more often in melee than 
other types of characters. 

Gladiators 
ABILITY REQUIREMENTS: Dexterity 12, 

Strength 13, Constitution 15 
PRIME R EQUISITE: Strength 
RACES ALLOWED: All 

Gladiators are the slave warriors of 
the city-states, specially trained for 
brutal physical contests. Disciplined 
in many diverse forms of hand-to
hand combat, and ski lled in the use 
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of dozens of weapons, gladiators are 
the most dangerous warriors on 
Athas. Gladiators cannot cast spells, 
though they can use any type of 
magical weapons or armor. 
Gladiators learn to optimize their 
armor when they reach fifth level. 
They condition themselves to use the 
armor to its best advantage, conse
quently gaining a -1 AC bonus. This 
bonus does not apply to gladiators 
who aren't wearing armor. 
Gladiators, like fighters , gain speed 
with experience, and consequently can 
attack more often in melee at higher 
levels than other types of characters. 

Rangers 
ABILITY REQUIREMENTS: Strength 13, 

Dexterity 13, Wisdom 14, 
Constitution 14 

PRIME R EQUISITES: Strength, Dexterity, 
Wisdom 

RACES ALLOWED: Elf, Half-elf, Half-
giant, Hal~ing, Human, Thri-kreen 

Rangers are trained hunters, trackers, 
and survivalists. They are taught to 
live as much by their wits and skills 
as by their swords and bows. Like 
fighters, rangers can use any type of 
weapon or armor, though heavy 
armor interferes with their special 
abil ities. They can, however, use two 
one-handed weapons (at the same 
time) with no penalty. 

Rangers, like other fighter-types, gain 
the ability to attack more often in 
melee than other characters when 
they reach higher levels. In addition, 
rangers also gain some spellcasting 
ability. When you create a ranger, you 
must choose the elemental sphere 
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that character will belong to. When a 
ranger reaches eighth-level, he or she 
gains the ability to cast cleric spells 
from his or her elemental sphere. 

Preservers 
ABILITY REQUIREMENT: Intelligence 9 
PRIME REQUISITE: Intelligence 
RACES ALLOWED: Elf, Half-elf, Human 

Preservers are individuals trained in 
the arcane and mysterious secrets of 
magic. They cast their spells in harmo
ny with nature, giving back the energy 
they take from the land. Preservers are 
usually poor fighters, preferring to rely 
on their intellect and magical abilities. 
They tend to hang back in battle, pum
meling their foes with mystic attacks. 
Armor is restrictive and interferes with 
spellcasting so preservers cannot wear 
any type. Preservers also lack martial 
instruction, so they are severely limited 
in the weapons they can use. 

Clerics 
ABILITY REQUIREMENT: Wisdom 9 
PRIME REQUISITE: Wisdom 
RACES ALLOWED: All 

Clerics are priests who choose to wor
ship one of the four elemental spheres 
(earth, air, fire, and water). This choice 
dictates what spells the cleric can call 
upon, and what types of weapons the 
character can use. Clerics have major 
access to the sphere of the element of 
their worship. They have minor access 
to the Sphere of the Cosmos. They can 
cast any spell within their own sphere, 
and Cosmos spells of third level or less. 
Clerics cannot cast any spells from 
spheres they do not belong to. 
Clerics genera lly prefer to leave 
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combat to the fighter-types , but, 
when necessary, they can fight in 
melee. All clerics are trained in 
combat. Clerics are not restricted 
with regard to the armor they wear. 

Clerics can only use weapons that are 
associated with the sphere of the 
element of their worship (see page 87). 
A cleric of the plane of fire can only 
use flaming weapons such as flaming 
arrows, burning oil, and weapons 
enchanted to burn or scald. Obsidian 
weapons are also acceptable because 
they were once fused under great heat 
and pressure. Clerics of the earth must 
use weapons of stone (obsidian 
included), metal , or wood, as these 
elements originate in the earth. A 
cleric of the air is restricted to missile 
weapons, because they fly through the 
air. Water clerics can only use 
weapons of bone or wood, because 
these are organic materials through 
which water once flowed. 

Clerics also have powers against un
dead monsters such as skeletons. 
The ability to turn undead causes 
undead creatures to flee in fright. 
Higher level clerics can destroy 
monsters by "turning" them. Clerics 
with Wisdom 13 or higher gain extra 
spells as they advance levels (see the 
"Cleric Wisdom Spell Bonus Table" 
on page 86). 
An additional advantage is granted to 
Clerics after they reach 5th level. 
Each day, the Cleric is granted 
immunity to damage from their 
element, for a period lasting one 
round per level. 
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Druids 
ABILITY REQUIREMENTS: Wisdom 12, 

Charisma 15 
PRIME REQUISITES: Wisdom, Charisma 
RACES ALLOWED: Half-elf, Ha/ping, 

Human, Mui, Thri-kreen 

Druids, like clerics, are priests who 
worship the elements. Unlike clerics, 
they are responsible for guarding a 
section of land. Their power derives 
from the spirits of these lands. They 
have major access to the Sphere of 
the Cosmos, and the sphere of their 
chosen element. 
Druids have no restrictions as to 
what weapons they may use. They 
are not allowed to wear armor, but 
may don items that give magical 
protection (such as bracers, cloaks, 
etc.). They can use any magical 
items. However, unlike their cleric 
brethren, druids cannot turn undead. 
Druids with Wisdom 13 or higher 
gain extra spells as they advance 
levels (see the "Cleric Wisdom Spell 
Bonus Table" on page 86). 

Thieves 
ABILITY REQUIREMENT: Dexterity 9 
PRJME REQUISITE: Dexterity 
RACES ALLOWED: Elf, Dwarf, Half-elf, 
Ha/ping, Human, Mui 

Athasian thieves run the gamut of 
society. Some are malcontents, who 
prey on the unsuspecting. Others are 
in the employ of the nobility, plying 
their trade by contract in the name of 
a royal household or noble family. As 
thieves gain levels they become more 
proficient at picking locks, and 
avoiding any attached traps. Due to 
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their high Dexterity, thieves are 
skilled at scaling vertical surfaces 
such as cliffs. 
In combat, thieves do additional 
damage by "backstabbing." A thief 
backstabs by attacking a target from 
the exact opposite direction it was 
first attacked. A backstab has a 
better chance of hitting the defender 
and does greater damage. 
Because they need to move freely 
and quietly, thieves' abilities are 
restricted when they wear anything 
other than leather-type armor. 
Thieves can use all weapons. 

Psionidsts 
ABILITY REQUIREMENTS: Constitution 11 , 

Intelligence 12, Wisdom 15 
PRIME REQUISITES: Constitution, 

Wisdom 
RACES ALLOWED: All 

All intelligent creatures on Athas have 
some measure of psionic ability. 
Psionics are the powers of the mind, 
powers like clairvoyance and 
telepathy. Psionicists are those who 
have devoted their lives to the study 
of these powers. 
Psionicists can fight, if necessary, but 
they are restricted in both armor and 
weapons. Like thieves, psionicists can 
only wear leather-type armor. They are 
restricted to small weapons, though 
they can be of any sort: short swords, 
daggers, short bows, maces, etc. 

The three psionic disciplines are 
psychokinesis, psychometabolism, 
and telepathy. Each gives access to 
different mental powers. A psionicist 
begins with all three disciplines. 
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Psychokinesis concerns physical 
manipulation of objects, often for 
destructive purposes. Psychometa
bolism involves manipulating the 
character's own body to enhance it. 
Telepathy deals with the defenses 
and attacks of mental warfare. 

OTHER CHARACTERISTICS 

In addition to ability scores, race, and 
class, characters have several other 
characteristics that affect game play: 
alignment, Armor Class, hit points, 
experience points, level, and THAC0. 

Alignment 
Alignment is the philosophy a charac
ter lives by and can affect how NPCs 
and some magic items react to a 
character. The possibilities range from 
believing strongly in society and 
altruism (Lawful Good) to being 
anarchistic and actively unpleasant 
(Chaotic Evil). Life-threatening 
situations put a character's alignment 
to the test. 
Alignment is presented here with 
examples of how differently-aligned 
members of a party might face a life
threatening situation (in this case, a 
shortage of water). 

Lawful Good 
A character of this alignment insists 
that everyone get an even share of 
water - even those in the party who 
seem beyond hope. He or she readily 
conceives of and accepts plans that 
call for unequal distribution of water 
for the greater good of the group, but 
never lets the weak or dying go 
without water. 
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Lawful Neutral 
Such characters insist that everyone 
get an equal share of available water, 
but won't care one way or the other 
about characters that may be beyond 
hope. They also accept plans that 
call for unequal distribution of water 
for the good of the group. 

Lawful Evil 
A character of this alignment insists 
that available water be evenly 
distributed among the able-bodied of 
the group, but won't offer any to 
those that seem too far gone. He or 
she accepts plans that call for 
unequal distribution of water if that 
means more water for him or her. 

Neutral Good 
A neutral good character insists that 
everyone in the group get an even 
share of remaining water, even the 
seriously dehydrated. He or she 
considers plans calling for unequal 
water distribution , but has to be 
thoroughly convinced that the plan 
wi ll ultimately benefi t the party and 
not hurt him or her personally. 

True Neutral 
A character of this alignment wants a 
fair share for him or herself, but 
vvon't necessarily come to anyone's 
aid. He or she considers plans that 
call for unequal water distribution if 
he or she and the party benefit in the 
short term. 

Neutral Evil 
A character of this alignment insists 
on his or her fair share, and is against 
giving water to the very weak. He 

or she considers plans for unequal 
water distribution if he or she 
personally benefits. 

Chaotic Good 
A chaotic good character insists that 
everyone get an even share of the 
available water, even the very weak. 
He or she considers plans calling for 
unequal water distribution if he or she 
and those he or she likes personally 
get more water as part of the plan. 

Chaotic Neutral 
Such a character insists on his or her 
fair share, and won't concern him or 
herself with the plight of those too 
weak to stand up for themselves. He 
or she considers plans calling for 
unequal water distribution if he or 
she personally gets more water as 
part of the plan. 

Chaotic Evil 
A chaotic evil character freely lies, 
cheats, or even kills to get all the 
water he or she can. He or she 
constantly suggests plans for unequal 
water distribution that grant him or 
her additional water immediately. 

Armor Class 

Armor Class (AC) measures how diffi
cult someone is to hit and damage; 
the lower the Armor Class value, the 
harder they are to hit. Low Armor 
Class va lues can indicate different 
things. A character might be difficult 
to hit because he or she is outfitted 
with magical armor, while a monster 
might have the same AC because it is 
small and fast. Armor Class changes 

when characters find and use new 
armor or shields. High Dexterity 
improves a character's AC. 

Hit Points 

Hit points measure how difficult a 
character or opponent is to incapac
itate or kil l; higher va lues are better. 
Every time an attack gets past armor 
and defenses, it does damage that 
is subtracted from the target's hit 
points. If the hit points reach 0 , the 
character falls unconscious. 

Experience Points 

Experience points measure how 
much a character has accomplished. 
Your characters earn experience 
points for killing monsters, finding 
treasure, and completing parts of the 
adventure. 

Characters increase in level as they 
earn more experience points. All 
characters start with some base 
amount of experience. These base 
experience points are distributed 
evenly among all of the classes for 
multi-class characters. 

Level 

Level measures how much a 
character has advanced in his or her 
class. Whenever characters earn 
enough experience points to advance 
in level, they gain hit points, combat 
ability, and resistance to the effects 
of poisons and magical attacks. 
Preservers, clerics, druids, 
psionicists, and high-level rangers 
gain the ability to cast greater 
numbers of spells andalso the 
chance to learn new spells. 
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When your character gains enough 
experience to advance a level , he or 
she advances automatically, and if 
your character is a spell caster, a 
window appears allowing new spells 
to be learned. Once trained, the 
benefits of the new level come into 
effect. Level advancement tables for 
all classes begin on page 85. 

THACli1 
The ability to hit enemies in melee 
or with missile fire is represented by 
THAC0, which stands for "To Hit 
Armor Class 0''. This is the number 
a character must "roll" equal to or 
greater than to do damage on a target 
with an AC of 0 . The lower the 
THAC0, the better the chance to hit 
the target. 

Note: the generation of a random 
number is often referred to as a 
"roll." In determining the success 
of an attack, the number 
generated is from 1 to 20. 

An attack is successful if the random 
number is greater than or equa l to 
the attacker's THAC0 minus the 
target's AC. THAC0 may be modified 
by range, attacking from the rear, 
magic weapons, and magic spells. 

For example: a fighter with a 
THAC!Zi of 5 attacking a monster 
with an AC of 3 would need to roll 
a 2 or greater: (THAC!Zi 5) - (AC 3) 
= 2+. To hit a monster 1vith an AC 
of -2, however, he or she would 
need to roll a 7 or greater: (THAC0 
5) - (AC -2) = 7+. 
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• ONLINE PLAY • 

Talking to Other Players 
Talking to other people is extremely easy -you just type. In the upper-left 
corner of the screen are two to seven lines of text (you can choose how many). 
Whatever you type appears there, as well as the messages that other people 
send you. Only other players within a visible range of your character can read 
the text - beyond that, you'll need to send a specific message to them. 

WHAT YOU TYPE 

TEXT 

:TEXT 

NAME: 

NAME I ,NAME2: 

@(Action) 

RESULT 

After you type in a message (and hit Enter) your message 
appears on screen. For example, after typing in the phrase 
l REALLY HATE TEMPLARS, DON'T YOU?, and pressing 
the Enter key, all of the player characters within visible range 

receive that message. 

Anything you type after a colon (:)can only be read by members 

of your party. 

Sends a message that only NAME can read, where NAME is the 
name of another character. For example, to talk to Grom the 
half-giant, type GROM: and then type your message to him 
(and hit Enter afterward, of course). 

Sends the message you type to only NAME I & NAME2, where 
NAME I and NAME2 are names of player characters. 

Sends the message of what your character is doing, where @ is 
your character's name. For example, if you type @ SMILES and 
you're playing Grom, then the message GROM SMILES appears 

to all player characters on the screen. 

To quickly select a name of someone you ivant to send a message to, press F2. This 
shows you the names of all players in your current region. Left-click on a name and it 
automatically appears on the chat line with a colon after it. (Note that Shift-clicking 
allows you to select multiple people.) Type your message after the name and hit Enter. 
To send a message to anyone in the game, follow the same instructions as abo11e, but 
press F3 instead. 
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Saving Time in Conversation 
You may find there are common phrases or expressions your characters use 
frequently, or you might wish to prepare a series of large text messages, such 
as a story to be retold later. To save time during conversation, you can capture 
these messages in a macro. 

WHAT YOU TYPE RESULT 

//M# TEXT Sets text for Macro 0-9 

Ctrl-Alt-# Prints text for Macro 

Saving Your Chat Messages 
There are many reasons you may want to preserve your online conversations, 
from fond memories to recording contracts, to blackmail infomation. You can 
record the text messages currently on your screen to a text file with a simple 
command. A separate command you type from the chat line can change the 
name of the text file you are writing to. The default filename is chat.txt. 

WHAT YOU TYPE 

Alt-L 

RESULT 

Saves the chat lines currently on the screen to a text file. 
Repetition of this command appends text onto the end of 
that text file. 

//CHATFILE NAME Changes the name of the chatfile you are writing to to NAME. 



Different Colors of Text 
During play you may wish to choose a distinctive color for your text messages. 
There are 10 colors of text available, each color assigned a number from 0 to 
9. To change the text color of the messages you send, use the keys as shown 
below. You may also change the color of single words for emphasis. 

Co/or Number Table 
1 ....... Yellow 
2 ........ Red 
3 .. Purple 
4..... Blue 
5 Green 
6 .. While 
7 ....... Color-cycling Purple 
8 ......... Color-cycling Blue 
9 ........ Color-cycling Green 
0 ........ Clear 

WHAT YOU TYPE 

//#TEXT 

//#TEXT// 

//#. 

RESULT 

Changes color of chat text you type in until you press 
Enter. For example, if you want your character's text to 
be purple, type //3 , type in your text, then hit Enter. 

Changes color of text between slashes to colors 0-9 

Sets your chat text color to whatever color number you wish 

For automatic text co/or cycle: press the Function key F9 to choose the next 
co/or, or press Shift F9 to choose the previous text co/or. 

Other Text Options 
To save time, and to add spice to your chat messages, shortcut keys have been 
established to bring up special characters, called emoticons, which can be 
added to your text, just like ordinary characters. 

WHAT YOU TYPE RESULT 

CtrH ~ Sleeping (ZZ) 
Ctrl-2 .rR.1 Veiled Alliance (VA) 

Ctrl-3 U!);I Templar Council (TC) 

Ctrl-4 ;~f-, In My Humble Opinion (IMHO) 

Ctrl-5 !ii! Laughing Out Loud (LOL) 
Ctrl-6 m Away From Keyboard (AFK) 
Ctrl-7 ru Be Righi Back (BRB) 
Ctrl-8 il'.111 Talk To You Later (TTYL) 
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WHAT YOU TYPE RESULT 

Ctrl-9 .ru Bye (BYE) 

Ctrl·O E1n Okay (OK) 

Alt-1 .:II Smiley Face 

Alt·2 -. Angry Face 

Alt·3 ~ Weaponry 

Alt·4 s Armor 

Alt·5 Treasure 

All·& <l<'h Magic Lightning 

Alt-7 Key 

Alt-8 ~Mug 

Alt-9 Lt.'-' White Flag 

All-0 -B-- Skull/Death 

i'1 Hilpoinls (HP) 

il Experience Poinls (XP) 

I ill Psionic Poinls (PP) 

$ 11 Ceramic Pieces (CP) 
@ ;;..; Your Name - uses slick figure lo represent "you" 

Auditory Effects in Dark Sun Online 
In addition to text messages, Dark Sun also allows the player to play certain 
sound effects, to make a statement or exclamation audible to either your target 
alone, or to all persons in the area. Keep in mind that frequent use of these 
sound effects is annoying to many people, and lessens the impact of the sound 
effect (turning your Sound Effects Off from the Preferences Menu will silence 
annoying players). 

Sound Effects List: 
1.. ........ "You! Slop! ' 
2 ........... "Come back here!" 
3 ...... ... "Move along lherel" 
4... .. "Out ol lhe way!" 
5 ........... "Hey, sewer scum!"' 
6 ........... Laughler 
7 ........... Baby crying 
8 ........... Male scream 
9 ........... Female scream 
0 ........... "Diel" 

WHAT YOU TYPE 

/IS# 

NAME://S# 

RESULT 

Sends sound effect to all people within range 

Sends sound effect that only AME can hear, where NAME is 
the name of another character. 

NAME I,NAME2://S# Sends sound effect to al l characters listed. 



Dealing with Annoying Player Messages 
If you find that someone is sending you too many messages (or is just 
generally annoying), you can conveniently choose to "Muzzle" that person. 
Note that "Muzzle" only works versus private communication, ESP. You will 
still receive public messages from that player. 

WHAT YOU TYPE RESULT 

//MUZZLE NAME Muzzles (ignores chat messages from) the name of the player 

character you enter. For example, if Grom the half-giant is 
constantly whining and complaining, you can muzzle his 
messages by typing//MUZZLE GROM. 

//UNMUZZLE NAME Unmuzzles the character whose name you typed. 

//MUZZLELIST Lists the names of all muzzled characters. 

//IGNORE Ignores all messages not directly sent to you. 

How to Read Previous Messages 
Once in a while a flurry of messages from other players may appear and then 
scroll up out of sight. To view the messages stored in the chat buffer, use the 
keys as shown below. 

WHAT YOU TYPE RESULT 

Ctrl-PgUp Moves chat buffer up one line 

Ctrl-PgDn Moves chat buffer down one line 

Ctrl-Home Moves to top of chat buffer 

Ctrl-End Moves to bottom of chat buffer 

Ctrl- 1c- /-? Edits current chat line 

Ctrl- i / J.. Scrolls back/forward through text, not names in chat buffer 

Alt- i / J.. Scrolls back/fonvard through names, not text in chat buffer 

Ctrl-Alt- i I J.. Scrolls back/fonvard through name and text in chat buffer 

Ctrl-Delete Deletes current line of chat text 

Ctrl-Shift-Delete Clears contents of chat buffer 

Ctrl-1/] Displays less/more lines of chat text on screen (Min. 2, Max. 7) 

Pressing the F7 key quickly toggles between displaying 2 or 7 lines of chat text. 
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Joining a Party 
CRIMSO SANDS allows your character to adventure alone, or to brave the dangers 
of Athas by either leading or joining a party of other player characters. One 
important thing to keep in mind, however, is that only you are in control of your 
character's inventory - no other player character can steal from your character, 
nor can you steal from anyone else's player character. 

To join an already existing party, click the LOOK icon on one of the char~c~ers in 
the party, and then click on the JOIN icon. Note that you can only do this 1f the 
character is allowing followers via the Followers Allowed toggle. Be aware that 
there are both benefits and hindrances when your character joins a party. 

Benefits 
• automatically follow the party leader (providing a break from the keyboard) 

• can more easily give or receive items and ceramic from other characters in 
your party 

• can look at other characters' inventories (but not take or use anything) 

• fight opponents as a group 
• can explore regions more dangerous than you have been able to on your own 

Drawbacks 
• your character cannot fight opponents as quickly and must wait for his or 

her turn to fight (see the Multi-Player Combat section below) 

• your movement is limited to the area around your leader 

Leaving a Party 
To leave a party that your character has joined, or if your character is the party 
leader and wishes to no longer lead, press the Alt-F keys (or click on the Followers 
Allowed toggle) to toggle Followers Allowed to off. Note that you may also select 
the LOOK icon and click on the leader to leave the party. 

Giving I Accepting Items or Ceramic 
To accept objects your character must first have his or her ACCEPTING ITEMS toggle to 
"on." Press Alt-0 to toggle this, or go to the View Character screen and left-click 
on the Accepting Items toggle. Note that you can only change your character's 
ability to accept objects. 
When you wish to have your character give some of his or her ceramic to another 
player character, left-click on the View Inventory icon, and then click on the GIVE 
CERAMIC button. A window appears allowing you to enter the amount of ceramic 
you wish to give. Left-click on the arrows to either increase or decrease the 
amount; or left-click on the cross to cancel , or the check mark to accept the 
amount (you can also use the numbers keys on the keyboard). A bag with the 
amount of money you specified then appears as your mouse cursor and can be 
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dropped on the ground or given to another character who is Accepting Items. 
Note: If your character accidentally drops the bag of ceramic, anyone can 
pick it up and keep it! 
To transfer an item to another character, select that item and left-click the char
acter box of the character you wish to transfer to (if in your party) or left-click on 
the character's icon. If in your party, the character's inventory screen appears, 
and you can place the item appropriately. If you simply wish to transfer items to 
another character, go to the inventory screen, pick an item, and right-click over 
the character box of the character you wish to transfer the item to. (Note that this 
only works if that character is Accepting Items.) If you left-click instead, the 
inventory screen of the character chosen appears. 

Multi-Player Combat 
When in a combat, each character is given 20 seconds to choose what action 
he or she is going to take. When it is your character's chance to act, the cursor 
shows the time you have left to choose an action: Walk, Attack, or Look. See 
the "Mouse Modes" section on page 4 for more information on these actions. 

Waiting 
After your character makes his or her attack, he or she may have to wait until 
the other characters have acted before making another attack. Keep in mind 
that with large battles the waiting time may be longer. 
If at the end of the time period no choice has been made, your character will 
automatically be assigned to "Guard" mode; you can also choose this option 
when you expend all your movement in a round. 
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Guard Mode 

When you guard, you make no more attacks during your turn. If a monster 
moves within melee range of you when it is not your turn, your character will 
attack the monster with all your remaining attacks, before the monster can 
swing at you. Note that other player character can move within range without 
triggering the attack response. 

The "Flee" Command 
If you wander within range of another person's or party's combat, you may be 
allowed to 'Flee" from the battle if you have not cast a spell, been affected by 
a spell, attacked, or been the defender of an attack since that combat began. 
To test your eliglbilty to flee the fight, attempt to move when it is not your tum, 
(you may move normally during your turn and still be allowed to flee the 
battle, so long as you do not engage in any of the interdicted actions). If you 
are able to escape, a window will appear, asking if you are certain you wish to 
flee. Responding "No" will continue combat as normal for your character. 
Clicking on "Yes" prompts the computer to take control of your character, 
moving it in a random direction away from the conflict. Control of your 
character will be returned once you are out of range of combat. 

The Effect of Non-Combatants on a Battle 
Players outside of a combat can not effect the battle or its participants without 
being drawn into the combat. I.E. a Preserver can not cast a fireball on a 
monster in combat with some one else without first engaging that monster in 
combat; the spell cast will have no effect on the monster, but it does draw the 
player into combat. 

After the Opponent is Defeated 
When an opponent has been defeated there may be some characters who are 
still in Combat mode. To finish combat, you may need to finish one last 
combat action (like moving or guarding). Once all participants in the combat 
have acted, the combat round ends and experience is awarded. 

Group Experience Points 

As a general rule, whoever deals the killing blow to a monster gets the experience 
points for that monster. If, however, during one of the major adventures an 
opponent is defeated by a party, or the adventurer's goal is achieved, then 
experience points are awarded to all "joined" members of the party. Note that 
players who only follow the party around and do not "Join" do not get 
experience points awarded to the party during major adventures. 
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In the Event of Character Defeat 
If your character is defeated during combat, he or she may be taken for dead 
and will wake up in a hospital in Tyr .. In the event of defeat, your character's 
Experience level (and any points accumulated within that level) falls to the 
beginning of the previous level. For example, if Grom is a 9th-level Fighter 
(and perhaps close to reaching lOth-level) but is defeated, when he wakes in 
the hospital he will only have enough Experience points to be a beginning 
8th-level Fighter. This level and experience loss does not affect characters 
who are 3rd level or below. 
As well , a character who has been defeated is still weak when he or she 
awakes and will surely need to seek out a healer or an Inn When defeated, the 
character will lose most or all of their ceramic, and possibly items from their 
inventory, due to thieves. Neither the ceramic, nor the experience loss apply to 
players defeated in a non-lethal match in the Tyrian Arena . 

Getting Help 

Online Staff 
To request help, hit the F3 key to bring up a listing of all players in the game 
and search for persons with an "*" in front of their name. Click on the name to 
address an ESP to this Staff member. Understand that Staff are ohen helping 
multiple people and may take a few moments to answer your question. 

DARK SUN ONLINE FAQ 
In addition to this manual , the D ARK SuN Online FAQ(Frequently Asked 
Questions list) is an additional document where answers to the most 
commonly asked questions can be found . You can find the FAQ on the Total 
Entertainment Network or in many places on the Internet. 

HOT KEYS 

All·A 

Alt·C 

AIH 

AIH 

Alt·G 

Alt·H 

AIH 

AIH 

Alt·N 

Alt·O 

All·P 

All·O 

All·U 

Alt·V 

All·W 

AIH 

Tab 

Esc 
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f HOTKEYSf 

RESULT 

ToQgles animations on/off 

Brings up Cast Spells/Use Psionics screen 

Brings up Current Spell/Effects screen 

Toggles Followers Allowed/no! allowed, 
disenQages followers if attached 

Sets character to Guard (in combat) 

Centers screen on character 

Brings up View Inventory screen 

ToQgles chat logging onjoff 

Targets next opponent if in combat 

Toggles Accepting Items on/off 

Prelerences Menu targets lhe previous 
opponent in c_ombal 

Ends characte(s lum(in combat). 

Brings up Cast Spells/Use Psionics screen 

Brings up View Character screen 

Sets character lo Wail (in combat) 

Quits DARK SuN ONLINE 

Brmgs up Game Menu 

Exits all menus; quits game 1f no menus 
are on the screen 

FUNCTION KEYS: 

Fl Brings up DARK SuN ONLINE Help screen 

F2 Lists all players in region 

F3 Lists all players in DARK SUN Ot1L1t1E 

F4 Toggles music on/off 

F5 Toggles sound effects on/off 

F6 TO!!gles animalions on/off 

F7 Toggles chat area between zero, two, or seven 
line display 

F8 Ouils DARK SuN ONLINE 

F9 Changes color of chat text, Shill-F9 cycles the 
text backwards 

Fl 0 T O!!gles computer control on/off (in combat) 

OTHER COMMANOSS: 

//PROFILE TEXT Displays TEXT before other descriptions when the 
player ch_aracler is examined_ using Look 

SOUND KEYS: 

/IS# 

NAME://S# 

Sends sound effect t~ people wilhm range (0-9) 

Sends sound effect that only NAME can hear, 
where NAME is lhe name of another character. 

NAME1 ,NAME2://Sf Sends sound effect lo all characters listed. 

SOUND EFFECTS LIST: 

1 ... .... "You! Slop!" 

2 ... ... . ·come back here!" 

3 ....... 'Move along there!" 

4 ....... 'Dul oflhe way!' 

5.,,,,,, "Hey, sewer scum1· 

6.,, ... . Laughter 

7 ..... .. Baby crying 

8.,, ... . Male scream 

9 ...... . Female scream 

0 .. ..... 'Die!" 

continues 
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f HOT KEYS f 

CHAT-SPECIFIC KEYS: 

TEXT Sends text to all people nearby . 

:TEXT 

NAME: 

Sends text to people in the party 

Sends a messa_ge that only NAME can read 

NAME1 ,NAME2: Sends a message to only NAME1 & NAME2 

@(action} "YourName .(~ction) "@=your name 

{(M_# TEXT Sets text for Macro 0-9 

Ctrl-All-# Print text for Macro 

//MUZZLE NAME Muzzles (ignores chat from) Name 

//U NMUZZLE NAME Unmuzzles N_ame 

//M UZZLEUST 

/~GNOR_E . 

Ctrl '.PQUp 

Ctrl '.PgDn .. 

Ctrl-Home 

Ctrl-End 

Ctrl - ~H .. 

Ctrt- i/.l. 

Usls n_arnes of 111uzzled people 

Ignores au message nol sent directly _to. you. 

Moves chat buffer ~p_on_e line 

Mpves eh.at. butte_r dow_n one line 

Mpves. to top of chat buffer 

M_oves to bottom of _chat buffer 

Edits current chat line . . ' ' . . . . . . . 

Scrolls back/foiward through text, not names 
in.chat. buffer 

All- i I .1. Scrolls back/foiward through names. not text 
... in ch~t b~ffer 

Ctrl-Alt- i I! Scrolls back/foiward through name and text 
in chat butter . . . . . 

~trl -Delet.e . Deletes currentUn,e of c_hat text . 

Ctrl-Shift-.Dele_te Cl_ears_content_s of chat buffer .. 

Alt-L Saves the chat lines currently on the screen 
to a text file. Repetition of this command 
appen_ds text _onto the end of that text file. 

//CHAfflLE NAME Changes the name of the chatlile you are 
... writing to to N~ME. 

//#TEXT .. Cha_nges color of text for lineto_color_0-9 

//#TEXT// Changes. c_olor pi text between slashes to 0-9 

//#. Sets chat text color to whatever color I 
you wish .. 

GAME PLAY KEYS SYMBOL/MEANING 

@ 

Ctrl-1 

Ctrl-2 

Ctrl-3 

Ctrl-4 

Ctrl-5 

Ctrl -6 

Ctrl-7 

Ctrl -8 

Ctrl -9 

Ctrl-0 

Alt-1 

Alt-2 

All-3 

Alt-4 

All-5 

All-6 

Alt-7 

All-8 

~lt-9 .. 

Alt-0 

iJ Hilpoinls (HP) 

it.I Ceramic Pieces (CP) 

ll Experience Points (XP). 

al Psionic Points (PP) 

>3 Your Name - uses stick ligure to 
represent ·you" 

~ Sleepin9(ZZ) 

r.!]I Veiled Alliance (VA) 

.TemplarCouncil (TC) 

;ill In My_ Humble Opinion. (IMHO) 

.E5 Laughing Dul Loud (LOL) . 

;m Away From Keyboard (AFK) 

lM Be Right Back (BAB) . 

~ . Talk To You Later (TTYLJ 

m Bye(B.YEJ. 

l1m Okay.(OK) 

.11::1111. sinitey Face 

Ell Angry Face 

N:- . Weaponry 

Eil tJ Armor 

~ Treasure 

.. ~.'th M.agic. Ligh.tning 

._.\J Key 

. IWP:"' Mug ... 

. i~'-' White Fl_ag . 

~ Skull/Death . 
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f BESTIARYf 

To survive on Athas, almost every form of life has become a monster. The 
most notable monsters are described on the following pages. 

f AURUMVORAX 

f BABAU 

I BANDITS 

• 

Despite being only the size of a large badger, the aurumvorax, 
or "golden gorger," is an incredibly dangerous creature. The 
aurumvorax charges its foe and clamps massive jaws onto its 
victim. Once its jaws lock, the golden gorger also rakes its 
victim with 2-8 of its legs. 

Grea ter ta nar'ri are commonly known as babaus. They 
are horrid creatures that look much like huge skeletons 
covered wi th dark, form-fi tting leather, and have long, 
wicked claws covered with dirt , blood, and decaying fles h. 
Their movements are very quick, sharp, and mechanical, 
emphasizing their cold, inhuman nature. Only through 
misfortune have adventurers discovered a babau's deadly 
poison. 

Bandits come in a variety of races and classes. They 
sometimes have magical abilities, or psionics. Most are 
similar to other adventurers. They are commonly found in the 
wastelands . 

t BANSHEE DWARF 

These are dead dwarves roaming the ruins in search of a lost 
cause. They can cause characters to go into a berserker rage, 
and attack other friendly characters. Banshee dwarves can 
only be hit by + 1 or better weapons. 
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I BULETIE 

• DARK SPIDER 

•DRAKE 

Aptly called landsharks, bulettes are terrifying predators that 
live only on meat. When attacking, they employ their large 
jaws and front feet. 

Dark spiders are intelligent, subterranean arachnids. Many of 
these spiders have special psionic abilities. In melee combat, 
they attack with two forelegs and a poison bite that causes 
instant death. 

Drakes are gargantuan, reptilian monsters that use Athas as their personal 
hunting grounds. Drakes comprise a very powerful, nonintelligent group of 
creatures on Athas. However, they are not stupid. If natural instinct, cunning, 
and ferocity were measurable, drakes would surpass many other creatures. They 
are feared for their size, speed, and devastating abilities in combat. 

AIR DRAKE 

/" -. ~ ,,,£::Air drakes are the most flighty and unpredictable of 
the species, making them dangerous adversaries. 
They spend most of their time soaring the Athasian 
skies. Air drakes have four vicious attacks, one of 
which is an engulfing attack. Once per day, they 
can also make an elemental attack which summons 
a tornado that does 2-8 points of damage. 

EARTH D RAKE 

Often mistaken for outcroppings of rock, earth drakes are 
by far the physically strongest of the drakes. Like the air 
drake, the earth drake has four attacks, one of which is a 
swallow attack. The elemental attack of the earth drake 
is to summon a large area of rock around a victim. The 
creature caught soon suffocates if it does not escape. 
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t ELEMENTAL 

worshipped and revered by clerics across Athas, elementals represent the 
quintessential aspect of the known elements: air, earth, fire, and water. The 
four elementals embody the forces that shape the everyday lives of the inhabitants 
of the beleaguered planet. Only magical weapons can harm an elemental. 

AIR ELEMENTAL 

• Air Elemental 
Common air elementals appear as amorphous, shifting 
clouds when they answer summons to the Prime Material 
Plane. They strike their opponents with strong, focused 
blasts of air that, like giant, invisible fists, do moderate 
amounts of damage. 

• Greater Air Elemental 
These appear as large amorphous columns of air. They are 
able to attack with a powerful concentrated blast of air. They 
also possess a unique ability which allows them to turn into 
gigantic whirlwinds upon command. 

EARTH ELEMENTAL 

• Earth Elemental 
Common earth elementals appear on the Prime Material 
Plane as very large humanoids made of dirt, stones, 
precious metals, and gems. They pound their victims with 
their huge fists and inflict moderate amounts of damage 

• Greater Earth Elemental 

These appear as large humanoids made entirely of the 
material from which they were conjured, be it earth, stone, 
metal , or gems. Greater earth elementals attack with their 
fists for a large amount of damage. 
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FIRE ELEMENTAL 

• Fire Elemental 
On the Prime Material Plane, common fire elementals appear 
as tall sheets of flame. Fire elementals have two arm-like 
appendages, one on each side of their bodies. In combat, 
they lash out with their ever-moving limbs, searing their 
opponents with tongues of flame. 

• Greater Fire Elemental 
These appear as large sheets of flame, roughly humanoid in 
shape, bearing two arm-like appendages. The greater fire 
elemental attacks with its arm for a large amount of damage 
and can also engulf its victim, doing fire damage each round 
until freed. 

WATER ELEMENTAL 

t FEYR, GREATER 

t FIRE EEL 

• Water Elemental 
The common water elementals appear on the Prime Material 
Plane as high-crested waves. Their arms appear as waves, 
one thrust out on each side of the body. When water 
elementals strike, they lash out with these wave-like arms. 

• Greater Water Elemental 
On Athas, a greater water elemental appears as a large, high
crested wave. The greater water elemental attacks with one of 
its large, wave-like arms, doing a large amount of damage. 
The greater water elemental can engulf its victim and try to 
drown him or her. 

Feyrs (pronounced "fears") are created from the remnants of 
ordinary nightmares mixed with residual magical energies. 
They are unknowingly brought back to life by strong emotions 
of a large group of people. The greater feyr is the joining of 
two feyrs. 

Known for their ferocity, fire eels are six foot long fish-like 
snakes, found in the sandy wastes. They can breathe fire to a 
certain range, and in melee combat with others they can do a 
vicious bite attack. 
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•GIANT 

The giants of Athas are huge, lumbering creatures who commonly inhabit the 
islands of the Sea of Silt. The most common varieties are the desert giants, the 
plains giants, and the psionics-wielding beasthead giants. All the giants of Athas 
share one characteristic - savagery. Though humanoid giants can be congenial 
and friendly when properly approached, they have short tempers and are very 
easily agitated. 

BEASTHEAD GIANT 

CYCLOPS GIANT 

t GOLEM 

MAGMAGOLEM 

Beasthead giants are smaller and lighter than the desert 
giants, averaging 15-20 feet tall and weighing from three to 
six tons. Beasthead giants, as their name implies, have a 
human-looking body and the head of a beast. 

A diminutive relative of true giants, cyclops are single-eyed 
giants that live alone or in small bands. Cyclops can hurl 
boulders up to 150 yards away. 

Magma golems are powerful magical automatons created 
from the raw material of the Ring of Fire. A magma golem is 
a roughly man-shaped creature of red glowing magma 8 feet 
tall and weighing a ton. They can only be affected by 
magical weapons. 

OBSIDIAN GOLEM 

Obsidian golems are massive statues, measuring 12 feet tall, 
and weighing up to 900 pounds. Their shape is humanoid. The 
hands of an obsidian golem are formed into huge fists which 
they are incapable of opening. Obsidians are immune to low
level cleric spells and are totally immune to preserver spells. 
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• ILLITHID (MIND FLAYER) 

Mind flayers are among the most feared of the inhuman 
dwellers. Mind flayers feed on the very minds of sentient 
beings. Mind flayers are a slimy mauve color, stand about 6 
feet tall , and adorn themselves with flowing robes. Their 
heads resemble octopi with t\vo large, white, pupilless eyes. 

• INTELLECT DEVOURER 

• KARTANG 

•MAGERA 

The intellect devourer resembles a brain on four legs. The 
body of the intellect devourer has a crusty protective 
covering, and its legs are bestial, jointed, and clawed. The 
intellect devourer attacks using psionics, and is only harmed 
by magical weapons of +3 or greater. Even weapons that 
harm the intellect devourer only do 1 point of damage. 

Kartang are often mistaken for elder serpents, as their 
appearances are similar. They attack with a bite and grab 
their victims in their coils, like normal constrictors. With the 
added benefit of iron-like skin, all kartang take less damage 
from fire , cold, and electricity due to their magical nature. 
The dual-sentient nature of the kartang makes them 
resistant to certain spells. 

Magera are a tribal race that typically live in caves. Those 
with higher intelligence have been known to master defiler 
magic , up to fifth level. Those with the greatest psionic 
ability often become leaders. Magera also enjoy pummeling 
their opponents with their fists. 

t MJ\SlYRIAL 
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Similar to a scorpion, the mastyrial uses its barbed tail to 
poison unsuspecting prey. It lies in wait under the warm 
sand, then lashes out when a victim approaches. Alchemists 
and assassins prize the venom of the mastyrial as it is 
known for its potency 

• NIGHTMARE BEAST 

t 0TYUGH 

Nightmare beasts are garguantuan capable of up to five 
attacks per round, with claws, horns and a massive bite. Its 
extremely thick skin is rumored to be effective against spell 
as well as steel. Even more terrifying, a nightmare beast can 
drain life energy from a victim, and take the vitality for its 
own.Nightmare beasts can summon planar creatures, as 
well as attack with their powerful psionics. 

Otyughs, also known as gulguthra , are terrifying creatures 
that lurk in heaps of dung and decay, waiting for some

:;I~~'· thing to disturb them. They attack with t\vo ridged tenta-
~. · cles which can smash opponents or grapple them to death 

t PIRATES 

Pirates also come in a variety of races and classes. They are 
not known to have common magical abilities. They are 
commonly found among the islands of the Silt Sea. 

t POISONOUS SNAKE, GIANT 

Giant poisonous snakes cause death in one round if their 
victims fail a saving throw vs. poison. Some varieties inflict 
3-18 points of damage even if the saving throw is made. 



I PSURLON 

I RAMPAGER 

t RE\IENANT 

The psurlon were a highly intelligent and technically 
advanced race. Their earthworm-like bodies have humanoid 
legs and arms that end in cloven-hoofed feet and black, 
talon-like claws. The psurlon are very dangerous foes in 
combat, with many options at their disposal. 

The so-ut, or rampagers, are fierce creatures that live only 
for the sake of destruction. They know no fear and hate 
anything associated with man. They are huge, six-legged 
creatures with gray scales covering their whole bodies. In 
melee, so-uts are terrible foes; they are able to attack with 
both foreclaws, and each claw secretes an acidic poison. 
This corrosive poison destroys both armor and weapons. 

Revenants are spectral , decayed apparitions of creatures 
at the time of their deaths. These vengeful spirits have 
risen from the grave to destroy their killers. They do 
strangle attacks in melee combat, as they never use 
weapons. Revenants can also use a gaze attack that 
paralyzes their victims. 

ISCREAMER BEETIE 

I SHADOW 

t 

Screamer beetles have multi-colored shells, prized by art 
collectors and alchemists. They generate deadly psionic 
blasts, and attack with their two mandibles when engaged in 
melee combat. 

Shadows are undead creatures that drain strength from their 
victims with their touch. Their chilling grasp does light 
damage to their victims, in addition to weakening them . 
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• SHAMBLING MOUND 

Shambling mounds, or shamblers, appear to be heaps of 
rotting vegetation. They are actually an intelligent form of 
plant life, with a roughly humanoid shape, and a brain-like 
control center in their "chest" area. They are immune to 
blunt weapons and grow larger when struck by lightning. 

• SKELETON, GIANT 

' 
' . 

-

Giant skeletons are similar to the more common undead 
skeletons, but they have been created with a combination of 
spells and are, thus, far more deadly than their lesser 
counterparts. Once per hour, a skeleton may reach into its 
chest and draw forth a sphere of fire from the flames that 
burn within its rib cage. This flaming sphere can be hurled 
as if it were a fireball that delivers 8-48 points of damage. 

I SKELETON WARRIOR 

I SLAAD 

SLAAO, BLUE 

SLAAO, RED 

These magically animated bodies, created and controlled by 
evil wizards or clerics, have been created from the corpses of 
powerful warriors. 

Blue slaads are ruthless warriors that specialize in mass 
combat. Blue slaads have two razor-sharp bone rakes 
sticking out from the backs of their hands, and they are 
immune to normal weapons, making them very dangerous 
opponents. Beware of their deadly poison. 

These large, red frog-like beings are vicious combatants that 
are quick to attack all other creatures. Red slaads attack with 
two claws and a furious bite. They sometimes resist magic 
and have been known to heal damage they have acquired in 
combat. 
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• SLIG 

• SLIME, TvruAN 

t STRINE 

tTENTACLE 

t UMBER HULK 

Sligs are distant cousins of goblins and hobgoblins; though 
somewhat larger, they are just as ferocious. Sligs love 
combat and delight in new methods to destroy their enemy. 
They prefer to use weapons, but bite when necessary. No 
one can explain their striking resemblance to slaads. 

This monster is largely composed of bluish green amoeba
like cells that can ooze beneath door cracks and other 
subterranean crevices. When they attack, Tyrian slimes 
envelop their prey and dissolve it, and they also have a web
like secretion that immobilizes their victims. 

The strine is a large, armored porcupine. This creature 
launches four spines at its target, and can do a vicious bite 
in melee combat. The strine depends on its thick covering of 
spines for protection. 

Often times only the tentacles of some silt horror beneath 
the wastes or the silt can be seen. The creatures' 
tentacles do grappling attacks when engaged in melee 
combat with an opponent, and will attempt to drag their 
prey under the sand or silt they live in. 

Umber hulks are tremendously strong subterranean 
predators. Muscles bulge beneath their thick, scaly hides 
and their powerful arms and legs all carry great iron-like 
claws, which allow them to burrow through solid stone in 
search of prey. Most peculiar of all are the four round eyes, 
spaced evenly across each umber hulk's forehead, whose 
gaze causes confusion, as per the spell. 
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t VROCK 

tXORN 

tYUAN-TI 

•ZOMBIE 

True tanar'ri are commonly known as vrock. Looking like 
crosses between large humans and vultures, these creatures 
have strong, sinewy limbs covered with fine, gray feathers; 
long, unseemly necks; and repulsive vulture heads. Vicious 
fighters , vrocks attack multiple times in a single melee round 
with their wicked claws and beaks . 

Xorns, natives of the elemental plane of earth, feed on pre
cious metals deep underground. In combat they can fight 
t\vo different ways. Against a single opponent, they bend the 
two nearest legs deeply, angling their bodies 45 degrees 
toward the enemy. In this way all four arms can reach the 
victim. Against several opponents they can attack with their 
arms in all directions, each at a different target. 

Descendants of humans whose blood has been fouled, 
yuan-ti have varying degrees of snakelike body parts. They 
are highly intelligent and evil , always plotting to advance 
their dual causes of conquest and consumption. 

Zombies are mindless, animated corpses controlled by 
their creator, usually an evil wizard or priest. They 
always move in a straight line toward their opponents , 
with arms outstretched, seeking to claw or pummel their 
victims to death. 
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t MAGIC t 

For instructions on how to cast spells and use psionics, refer to "Cast 
Spells/Use PSI" on page 13. 

Preserver Spell Summary 
Detailed preserver spell descriptions start on page 45. 

PRESERVER SPELLS 

• lst Level • 2nd Level • 3rd Level • 4th Level 
Armor Blur Blink Charm Monster (c) 
Burning Hands Detect Invisibility Dispel Magic Confusion 
Charm Person (c) Flaming Sphere Fireball Fear 
Chill Touch Fog Cloud Flame Arrow Fire Shield 
Co/or Spray Glitterdust Haste Ice Storm 
Enlarge Invisibility Hold Person (c) Improved Invisibility 
Gaze Reflection Me/f's Acid Arrow Hold Undead (c) Minor Globe of Invulnerability 
Grease Mirror Image Lightning Bolt Minor Spell Turning 
Magic Missile Protection From Paralysis Me/f's Minute Meteors Otiluke's Resilient Sphere 
Shield Scare Minor Malison Psionic Damper 
Shocking Grasp Stinking Cloud Protection From Rainbow Pal/em 
Wall of Fog Strength Normal Missiles Solid Fog 

Web Slow Spider Strand 

Spirit Armor Stoneskin 

Vampire Touch Turn Pebble lo Boulder 

Wall of Fire 

Wall oflce 

• Sth Level • 6th Level • 7th Level 
Chaos Anti-Magic Shell Conjure Greater Elemental 
Cloudkill Chain Lightning Control Undead (c) 
Cone of Cold Death Fog Delayed Blast Fireball 
Conjure Elemental Disintegrate Finger of Death 

Dismissal Flesh to Stone Forcecage Spells marked "(c)" are 

Domination {c) Globe of Invulnerability Mass Invisibility (c) combat only. 

Feeblemind Improved Haste Monster Summoning V 
Hold Monster (c) Improved Slow Mordenkainen's Sword 
Lower Resistance Monster Summoning IV Power Word, Stun 
Summon Shadow Stone to Flesh Prismatic Spray 
Wall of Force Tenser's Transformation Spell Turning 
Wall of Stone 

pRESERVER SPELLS 

Preserver Spell Characteristics 

RANGE 

Range is the distance from the caster at which the spell effect 
occurs or begins. Some possibilities are: 

• 0: Can only be used on the spellcaster. 
•Touch: Must physically touch the target. 

DURATJON 

This lists how long the magical energy of the spell lasts. Some 
possibilities are: 

• Combat: Spell's effects last for one combat. 
• Instantaneous: Spell's effects occur instantly. 

• Special: Duration depends on spell's use. 

AREA OF EFFECT 

This lists the creatures, volume, dimensions, weight, etc., that can 
be affected by the spell. 

SAVING THROW 

This lists whether the spell allows the target a saving throw and 
explains the effect of a successful save. (A saving throw is a chance 
to avoid some or all of a spell's effects.) Some possibilities are: 

• Neg.: Spell has no effect if save is successful. 

• 1/2: Character suffers half the normal amount of 
damage. 

• None: No saving throw is allowed. 
• Special: See the spell description for details 
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t FIRST-LEVEL PRESERVER SPELLS t 

Ann or 
RANGE: Touch DURATION: Special AREA OF EFFECT: 1 creature SAVING faRow: None 

Armor creates a magical field of force that serves as if it were scale mail armor (AC 6). This spell 
is not affected by class limitations - i.e. , a mage, cleric, or druid can be affected by this spell. 
The spell is not cumulative with the shield spell. Armor lasts until dispelled or the recipient takes 
sufficient damage to remove it. 

IE Burning Hands 
RANGE: 0 DURATION: Instantaneous AREA OF EFFECT: 120' cone adjacent to caster SAVING THROW: 1/2 

Burning hands inflicts 1-3 hit points of fire damage plus 2 per level of the preserver on targeted 
creatures. 

Chann Person 
RANGE: 120 yards DURATION: Combat AREA OF EFFECT: 1 person SAVING THROW: Neg. 

Charm person changes the target's allegiance in combat so that an opponent fights for the 
preserver's side. It only affects character types (human, dwarf, etc.). 

!:\·(I Chill Touch 

RANGE: Touch DURATION: 3 rounds+ 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: Creature touched SAVING THROW: Neg. 

Chill touch attacks the life force of any living creature. The target suffers 1-4 points of damage 
and loses I point of Strength per successful attack. Undead touched by the preserver suffer no 
damage or Strength loss, but may flee for several rounds. 

Color Spray 
RANGE: 0 DURATION: Instantaneous AREA OF EFFECT: 5' x 20' x 20' wedge SAVING THROW: Special 

Co/or spray causes a vivid, fan-shaped spray of clashing colors to leap from the preserver's hand. 
Up to 6 creatures may be stunned by this overwhelming cascade of light. Higher-level creatures 
may save and avoid the spell's effects. 

miJ Enlarge 
RANGE: 5 yards/level DURATION: 5 rounds/level AREA OF EFFECT: 1 creature or object SAVING THROW: Neg. 

Enlarge makes the recipient larger and stronger, allowing it to do more damage in melee combat. 
The higher the preserver's level , the greater the spell 's effect. 

Gaze Re~ection 
RANGE: 0 DURATION: 2 rounds + 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: Special SAVING THROW: None 

Gaze re~eclion creates a shimmering, mirror-like area of air before the preserver. Any gaze attack 
is reflected back upon the gazer, with potentially harmful effects. 
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Grease 
RANGE: 10 yards DURATION: 3 rounds+ 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: 10' x 10' square area SAVING THROW: Neg. 

Grease covers a surface with a slippery layer of a fatty, greasy nature. Any creature entering this 
area slips and slides, and is helpless for the round. 

~ Magic Missile 
RANGE: 60 yards+ 10 yards/level DURATION: Instantaneous AREA OF EFFECT: 1 creature SAVING THROW: None 

Magic missile does 2-5 hit points of damage per missile with no saving throw. A preserver throws 
1 missile for every 2 levels (I at levels l to 2, 2 at levels 3 to 4, etc.). This spell damages any 
single target within its range unless the target is magic resistant or has magical protection such as 
a shield spell. 

Iii Shield 
RANGE: 0 DURATION: 5 rounds/level AREA OF EFFECT: Caster SAVING THROW: None 

Shield automatically negates enemy magic missile spells, improves the preserver's saving throw 
against frontal attacks, and may improve his or her AC. 

II Shocking Grasp 

RANGE: Touch DURATION: Instantaneous AREA OF EFFECT: Creature touched SAVING THROW: None 

Shocking grasp does 1-8 hit points of electrical damage+ I hit point per level of the preserver. 

l>'j Wall of Fog 

RANGE: 30 yards DURATION: 2-8 rounds+ 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: 30-yard-long wall SAVING THROW: None 

I Vall of fog creates a billowing wall of misty vapors. The fog blocks everyone's line of sight so 
neither side can cast spells against the other. 

t SECOND-LEVEL PRESERVER SPELLS t 

[1] Blur 

RANGE: 0 DURATION: 3 rounds+ 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: Caster SAVING THROW: None 

Blur causes the preserver's form to become blurred, shifting, and wavering. A preserver affected 
with this spell becomes more difficult to hit, and gains a + l bonus on saving throws versus 
magical attacks. 

~ Detect Invisibility 

~GE: 0 DURATION: 5 rounds/level AREA OF EFFECT: Caster SAVING THROW: None 

Detect invisibility allows the target to spot invisible creatures and objects. 
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Flaming Sphere 

RANGE: 10 yards DURATION: 1 round AREA OF EFFECT: 3'-radius sphere SAVING THROW: Neg. 

Flaming sphere creates a burning globe of fire that rolls in whatever direction the preserver wishes. 
Creatures must save versus spell, or suffer 2-8 points of damage from this veritable inferno. 

Fog Cloud 
RANGE: 20 yards DURATION: 4 rounds+ 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: 40' cube SAVING THROW: None 

Fog cloud creates a large magical cloud of opaque fog. The fog blocks everyone's line of sight so 
neither side can cast spells against the other. 

!'\> 
' · ·" Glitterdust 

RANGE: 10 yards/level DURATION: 1-4 rounds+ 1 round/level of caster AREA OF EFFECT: 20' cube SAVING THROW: Special 

Glitterdust creates a cloud of glittering particles which covers creatures within the area of effect. 
Creatures failing their saves are blinded, with the additional side effect that invisible creatures 
become visible. 

l8l 1nvisibility 

RANGE: Touch DURATION: Special AREA OF EFFECT: Creature touched SAVING THROW: None 

Invisibility makes the target invisible. The THAC.0 of melee attacks against invisible recipients is 
reduced (improved) by 4, and it is impossible to aim ranged attacks at them. Invisibility is 
dispelled when the recipient attacks or casts a spell. 

Melf's Acid Arrow 
RANGE: 180 yards DURATION: Special AREA OF EFFECT: 1 target SAVING THROW: None 

Melfs acid arrow creates a magical arrow that speeds to its target as if fired from the bow of a 
fighter the same level as the preserver. This arrow strikes for 2-8 points of acid damage. As the 
preserver rises in level, the acid burns for longer periods of time, causing additional damage. 

IIDil Mirror Image 

RANGE: 0 DURATION: 3 rounds/level AREA OF EFFECT: 6' radius SAVING THROW: None 

Mirror image creates 1-4 illusionary duplicates of the preserver to draw off attacks. A duplicate 
disappears when it is attacked. Additional images are created at higher levels. 

Protection from Paralysis 
RANGE: Touch DURATION: 1 turn/level AREA OF EFFECT: One creature SAVING THROW: None 

Protection from paralysis gives the recipient immunity from all forms of paralysis, be they magical 
(as in a hold person spell), or natural (as in the paralyzing gaze of a sand howler). 
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Scare 
f!AHGE: 30 yards+ 10 yards/level DURATION: 1-4 rounds+ 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: 15' radius SAVING THROW: Neg. 

scare causes creatures with fewer than 6 Hit Dice or 6 levels of experience to fall into fi ts of 
trembling and shaking. A creature under the effects of scare finds it difficult to fight, and may 
often nee in combat. Note: this spell has no effect on undead creatures. 

II Stinking Cloud 
RANGE: 30 yards DURATION: 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: 20' cube SAVING THROW: Neg. 

Stinking cloud renders those in its area of effect unable to attack for 2-5 rounds. If the target 
saves, it is not affected. 

II Strength 
RANGE: Touch DURATION: 1 hour/level AREA OF EFFECT: Person touched SAVING THROW: None 

Strength raises the target's Strength by 1-8 points depending on the class of the target. The 
target's Strength can only be raised to a maximum of 24. 

II web 

RANGE: 5 yards/level DURATION: 2 turns/level AREA OF EFFECT: 30' radius SAVING THROW: Neg. or 1/2 

\Veb creates a many-layered mass of strong, sticky strands similar to spider webs but far larger 
and tougher. The webs prevent movement, and can only be removed by fire. 

• THIRD-LEVEL PRESERVER SPELLS • 

II Blink 

RANGE: 0 DURATION: 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: Caster SAVING THROW: None 

Blink allows a preserver to "blink out" after acting each round. Although the preserver may be 
physically attacked before acting each round, he or she may not be attacked after because the 
opponent cannot see the preserver. 

Dispel Magic 
RANGE: 120 yards DURATION: Instantaneous AREA OF EFFECT: 30' cube SAVING THROW: None 

Dispel magic removes the effects of spells that do not have specific counter spells. This is a 
recuperation spell for any characters that have been held, slowed, made nauseous, etc. 

E Fireball 
RANGE: 10 yards+ 10 yards/level DURATION: Instantaneous AREA OF EFFECT: 20' radius SAVING THROW: 1/2 

Fireball is a magical explosion that does 1-6 hit points of damage per level of the caster to all 
targets within its area. If the target makes its saving throw, damage is halved. The spell's power 
demands that you target carefully. 
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Flame Arrow 

RANGE: 30 yards t 10 yards/level DURATION: 1 round AREA OF EFFECT: Special SAVING THROW: None 

Flame arrow enables the preserver to hurl fie ry bolts at opponents within range. Each "arrow" 
inflicts 1--Q points of damage, plus an additional 4-24 points of fire damage. 

Haste 

RANGE: 60 yards DURATION: 3 rounds t 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: 40' cube, 1 creature/level SAVING THROW: None 

Haste doubles the recipient's movement and number of melee attacks per round. Haste has a 
short duration, so you should wait until a fight is imminent to cast it. 

Hold Person 

RANGE: 120 yards DURATION: 2 rounds/level AREA OF EFFECT: 1-4 persons in a 20' cube SAVING THROW: Neg. 

Hold person may paralyze targets of character types (human, dwarf, etc.). You can aim a hold 
person spell at up to 4 targets. 

Hold Undead 
RANGE: 60' DURATION: 1-4 rounds t 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: 1-3 undead SAVING THROW: Neg. 

Hold undead paralyzes up to 3 undead whose Hit Dice are less than or equal to the preserver. 

Lightning Bolt 

RANGE: 40 yards t 10 yards/level DURATION: Instantaneous AREA OF EFFECT: Special SAVING THROW: 1/2 

Lightning bolt is a magical electrical attack that does 1--Q hit points of damage per level of the caster 
to each target along its path. For best results, send the bolt down a row of opponents. 

jE Minute Meteors 

RANGE: 70 yards t 10 yards/level DURATION: Instantaneous AREA OF EFFECT: 1 target SAVING THROW: None 

Minute Meteors enables the preserver to cast (with a +2 bonus to hit) five small globes of fire , each 
of which bursts into a I-foot-diameter sphere upon impact, inflicting 1-4 points of damage. 

Minor Matison 
RANGE: 60' DURATION: 2 rounds/level AREA OF EFFECT: 30'-radius sphere SAVING THROW: None 

Minor malison causes the preserver's opponents to make all saving throws at a -I penal ty. 

[ii] Protection from Normal Missiles 

RANGE: Touch DURATION: 1 turn/level AREA OF EFFECT: Creature touched SAVING THROW: None 

Protection from normal missiles makes the target impervious to non-magical missiles. 
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Slow 
RANGE: 90 yards t 10 yards/level DURATION: 3 rounds+ 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: 40' cube SAVING THROW: Neg. 

~affects all foes within the area of effect and halves the target's movement and number of 
nielee attacks per round. Slow can be used to negate a haste spell and only affects the side 
opposing the preserver. 

Spirit Armor 
RANGE: 0 DURATION: 2 rounds/level AREA OF EFFECT: Caster SAVING THROW: Special 

Spirit armor surrounds the preserver with an aura comp?sed of his or her life essence. This aura 
acts as splint mail of AC 4 and grants a +3 bonus to saving throws versus magical attacks. 

II Vampiric Touch 
RANGE: 0 DURATION: One touch AREA OF EFFECT: Caster SAVING THROW: None 

vampiric touch allows a preserver to temporarily raise his or her hit points, possibly above the 
normal level. When the preserver touches an opponent in combat with a successful attack, the 
opponent loses 1--Q hit points for every two caster levels, to a maximum drain of 6-36 hit points. 
The hit points are added to the preserver's total, with any hi t points over the preserver's normal 
total treated as temporary. These additional points are lost at the rate of one hit point per turn. 

•FOURTH-LEVEL PRESERVER SPELLS• 

Charm Monster 
RANGE: 60 yards DURATION: Special AREA OF EFFECT: 1 or more creatures in a 20' radius SAVING THROW: Neg. 

Charm monster changes a target's allegiance in combat so it fights on the side of the preserver. 
The spell works on most living creatures. 

Confusion 
RANGE: 120 yards DURATION: 2 rounds t 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: Up to 60' cube SAVING THROW: Special 

Targeted creatures must make their saving throw each round or face confusion effects; these 
include standing confused, becoming enraged, neeing in terror, or going berserk. This spell is 
most effective when used against a large number of enemies. 

Fear 
RANGE: 0 DURATION: Instantaneous AREA OF EFFECT: 60' cone, 5'-30' wide (base to end) SAVING THROW: Neg. 

Fear causes all targets within its area of effect to nee in terror. 
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Fire Shield 
RANGE: 0 DURATION: 2 rounds+ 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: Caster SAVING THRO W: None 

Fire shield protects the preserver so that any creature who hits the preserver in melee does damage, 
but takes double the amount of damage in return. The shield is attuned to heat and cold attacks. 
The preserver takes half damage and has the saving throw from the attack improved by 2. 

I* I Ice Stonn 
RANGE: 10 yards/level DURATION: Instantaneous AREA OF EFFECT: 20' square SAVING THROW: None 

Ice storm does 3-30 hit points of damage to all targets within its area. This spell inflicts full 
damage even on opponents protected by resist cold. 

[] Improved Invisibility 

RANGE: Touch DURATION: 4 rounds+ 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: Creature touched SAVING THROW: None 

Improved invisibility is similar to the invisibility spell, but the recipient is able to attack (either by 
missile discharge, melee combat, or spellcasting) and remain unseen. The THAC0 of melee 
attacks against invisible recipients is improved (reduced) by 4, so it is impossible to aim ranged 
attacks at them. 

Minor Globe of Invulnerability 
RANGE: 0 DURATION: 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: 5'-radius sphere SAVING THROW: None 

Minor globe of invulnerability creates a small sphere which protects those within from incoming first , 
second, or third-level spells. The globe is very effective when used in combination with fire shield. 

Minor Spell Turning 
RANGE: 0 DURATION: 3 rounds/level AREA OF EFFECT: Caster (and casting opponent) SAVING THROW: None 

Minor spell turning causes the effects of first, second, and third-level spells directed at the 
protected preserver to renect back and affect the casting opponent. 

Otiluke's Resilient Sphere 
RANGE: 20 yards DURATION: 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: 1' diameter/level SAVING THROW: Neg. 

When this spell is cast, the result is a globe of shimmering force that encloses the target creature. 
The resilient sphere contains its target for the spell 's duration, and it is not subject to damage of 
any sort. Creatures within the sphere can not attack. 

Psionic Dampener 
RANGE: 5 yards/level DURATION: Special AREA OF EFFECT: One individual SAVING THROW: Neg. 

Use of this spell allows the caster to disrupt the psionic activities of one individual. If the target 
fails a saving throw vs. spells, it is unable to expend PSPs for the spell 's duration. 
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Rainbow Pattern 
RANGE: 10 yards DURATION: Special AREA OF EFFECT: 30' cube SAVING THROW: Neg. 

\Vith rainbow pattern, the preserver creates a nashing, interweaving band of rainbow-colored 
lights which absorb the full attention of affected creatures. Direct attacks on the entranced 
creatures breaks the spell. 

Solid Fog 
RANGE: 30 yards DURATION: 2-4 rounds+ 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: 20' x 10' x 10' voluire/level of caster SAVING THROW: None 

Solid fog creates a billowing mass of misty vapor similar to a wall of fog spell. Movement through the 
fog is slowed to 1/10 of normal. Solid fog may be dispelled with fire-based spells such as fireball. 

Spider Strand 
RANGE: 30 yards DURATION: 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: Special SAVING THROW: Special 

With this spell , the caster causes a single strand of strong spider web to shoot forth from his or 
her hand. The target creature is immobilized until it can break free from the strand. 

Iii Stoneskin 
RANGE: Touch DURATION: Special AREA OF EFFECT: 1 creature SAVING THROW: None 

The recipient of a stoneskin spell gains immunity to any attack by cut, blow, projectile, or other 
physical attack. The spell blocks 1-4 attacks, plus I attack per 2 levels of experience. 

Turn Pebble to Boulder 
RANGE: Touch DURATION: Special AREA OF EFFECT: Special SAVING THROW: None 

Turn pebble to boulder causes a hurled pebble to grow into a boulder as it nies, inflicting 11-26 
hit points of damage if it strikes the target. 

ED Wall of Fire 
RANGE: 60 yards DURATION: Special AREA OF EFFECT: Special SAVING THROW: None 

The wall of fire spell brings forth an immobile, 20'-tall curtain of magical fire . Creatures passing 
through the wall take damage from the names. 

§Wall of lee 
RANGE: 10 yards/level DURATION: Special AREA OF EFFECT: Special SAVING THROW: None 

Wall of ice creates a sheet of ice that makes movement impossible. It blocks the line of sight 
behveen enemies and your party. 
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I FIFTH-LEVEL P RESERVER SPELLS I 

Chaos 
RANGE: 5 yards/level DURATION: 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: Up to 40' cube SAVING THROW: Special 

Chaos affects 1--4 targets, plus I creature per caster level. Targeted creatures must make their saving 
throw each round or face the spell's effects; these include standing confused, becoming enraged, 
neeing in terror, or going berserk. This spell is most effective when used against a large number of 
enemies. Highly intelligent creatures (Intelligence of 21 or greater), or simple creatures (Intelligence 
of 4 or less) may save to avoid the spell's effects. Only fighters gain a save versus this spell. 

Cloud kill 
RANGE: 10 yards DURATION: 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: 40' x 20' x 20' cloud SAVING THROW: None 

Cloudkill is similar to the stinking cloud spell, except that its area of effect is larger and it kills 
weaker monsters. More powerful monsters may merely take damage. 

I.VI Cone of Cold 
RANGE: 0 DURATION: Instantaneous AREA OF EFFECT: Special SAVING THROW: 1/2 

Cone of cold unleashes a withering, cone-shaped blast of cold. The spell's range and damage 
increase with the preserver's level. 

l~j Conjure Elemental 

RANGE: 60 yards DURATION: 1 turn/level AREA OF EFFECT: Special SAVING THROW: None 

Conjure elemental allows the preserver to conjure an air, earth, fire, or water elemental to fight for 
the preserver in battle. The elemental disappears after the battle. 

~Dismissal 
RANGE: 10 yards DURATION: Permanent AREA OF EFFECT: 1 creature SAVING THROW: Neg. 

Dismissal attempts to force a creature from another plane of existence to return to its proper plane. 
These extra-planar creatures must save or be forcefully expelled from the current plane of existence. 

Domination 
RANGE: 10 yards/level DURATION: Special AREA OF EFFECT: 1 person SAVING THROW: Neg. 

Domination allows a preserver to control the actions of any person. Targets fight on the 
preserver's side in combat. Due to the spell's power, targeted creatures must save at a -2 penalty 
or be dominated. 

Feeblemind 
RANGE: 10 yards/level DURATION: Permanent AREA OF EFFECT: 1 creature SAVING THROW: Neg. 

Feeblemind causes targets to drop dramatically in Intelligence and Wisdom, and lose their ability 
to cast spells. A heal spell counters the effect of feeblemind. 
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Hold Monster 

RANGE: 5 yards/level DURATION: 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: 1-4 creatures SAVING THROW: Neg. 

Hold monster is similar to hold person, except that it affects a wider variety of creatures. 

II Lower Resistance to Magic 

RANGE: 60 yards DURATION: 1 turn + 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: 1 creature SAVING THROW: None 

Lower resistance causes the magical resistance of targets to drop 30% plus I% per level of the caster. 

Q?;J Summon Shadow 

RANGE: 10 yards DURATION: 1 round+ 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: 10' cube SAVING THROW: None 

Summon shadow summons one shadow, which fights for the preserver until slain or dispelled. 

II Wall of Force 
RANGE: 30 yards DURATION: 1 turn+ 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: Up to 10' square/level SAVING THROW: None 

A wall of force creates a barrier in the location desired by the preserver, up to the spell's range. 
The wall blocks all attacks, and can only be dispelled with disintegrate. 

l!J Wall of Stone 

RANGE: 5 yards/level DURATION: Special AREA OF EFFECT: Special SAVING THROW: None 

Wall of stone creates a wall of granite that can be used to block passages, walkways, etc. A wall of 
stone is permanent until the spell expires or is destroyed by a dispel magic or disintegrate spell. 

I SIXTH-LEVEL PRESERVER SPELLS I 

Anti-Magic Shell 
RANGE: 0 DURATION: 1 turn/level AREA OF EFFECT: 1' diameter/level sphere SAVING THROW: None 

With this, a wizard surrounds himself with an invisible barrier that moves with him and is impervious 
to all magic. The barrier also prevents the functioning of any magical items or spells within its confines. 

II Chain Lightning 
RANGE: 40 yards+ 5 yards/level DURATION: Instantaneous AREA OF EFFECT: Special SAVING THROW: 1/2 

This spell creates an electrical discharge that begins as a single stroke of lightning, 2 l/2 feet wide, 
commencing from the fingertips of the caster. Unlike a lightning boll spell, chain lightning strikes 
one object or creature initially, then arcs to a series of other objects or creatures within range. 

II Death Fog 
~E: 30 yards DURATION: 1-4 rounds+ 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: Two 10' cubes/level SAVING THROW: None 

D~alh fog creates an area of solid fog that has the additional property of being highly acidic. Those 
IV1thin the cloud take damage each round; this damage progressively worsens the longer the 
creature stays in the cloud. The cloud also slows the creature's movement and blocks line of sight. 
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1:-:·: I Disintegrate 

RANGE: 5 yards/level DURATION: Instantaneous AREA OF EFFECT: Special SAVING THROW: Neg. 

This spell causes matter to vanish. It affects even matter (or energy) of a magical nature, but not 
a globe of invulnerability or an anti-magic shell. 

Flesh to Stone 
RANGE: 10 yards/level DURATION: Permanent AREA OF EFFECT: 1 creature SAVING THROW: Special 

Flesh to stone turns one living creature into stone if the target fails a saving throw vs. spell. 

n Globe of Invulnerability 
RANGE: 0 DURATION: 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: 5'-radius sphere SAVING THROW: None 

This spell creates an immobile, faintly shimmering, magical sphere around the caster that 
prevents any lst-, 2nd-, 3rd- or 4th-level spell effects from penetrating. However, any type of spell 
can be cast out of the magical sphere, and these pass from the caster of the globe to the subject 
without effect upon the globe. 

Ii Improved Haste 
RANGE: Touch DURATION: 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: Creature touched SAVING THROW: None 

This spell lets the wizard bestow tremendous speed on any one creature. The quickened creature 
functions at double its normal movement and attack rates. Unlike the normal haste spell , this 
spell has no effect on the recipient's age. 

Improved Slow 
RANGE: 90 yards+ 10 yards/level DURATION: 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: Thirty 10' cubes SAVING THROW: Neg. 

The spell causes the affected creatures to move and attack at 119 their normal rate. This spell also 
negates haste and improved haste. 

l ·~j Monster Summoning N 

RANGE: 60 yards DURATION: 5 rounds+ 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: Special SAVING THROW: None 

This spell summons one 4th-level monster to do the bidding of the caster. These appear within 
spell range and attack the caster's opponents until combat ends or they are killed. 

I,.+-. I Stone to Flesh 

RANGE: 10 yards/level DURATION: Permanent AREA OF EFFECT: 1 creature SAVING THROW: Special 

The stone to ~esh spell turns any sort of stone to flesh. If the recipient stone object was formerly 
living, this spell restores life (and goods), although the survival of the creature is subject to the 
usual system shock survival roll. This cancels the effects of ~esh to stone. 
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II Tenser's Transformation 

RANGE: 0 DURATION: 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: Caster SAVING THROW: None 

When this spell is cast, the wizard undergoes a startling transformation . His or her size and 
Strength increase to heroic proportions, so he or she becomes a formidable fighting machine. The 
wizard's hit points are doubled, and all damage sustained comes first from the magical points 
gained; once these points are eliminated, all subsequent damage to the wizard is doubled. 

•SEVENTH-LEVEL PRESERVER SPELLS• 

~ Conjure Greater Elemental 

RANGE: 30 yards DURATION: 1 turn/level AREA OF EFFECT: Special SAVING THROW: None 

This spell allows a wizard to summon a single greater elemental to assist him or her in combat. 

Control Undead 

RANGE: 60 feet DURATION: 3-12 rounds+ 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: 1-{) undead SAVING THROW: Special 

This spell enables the wizard to command 1-6 undead creatures for a short period of time. The 
more powerful undead creatures get a saving throw to resist the affects of the spell. 

111 Delayed Blast Fireball 

RANGE: 100 yards+ 10 yards/level DURATION: Special AREA OF EFFECT: 20'-radius globe SAVING THROWS: 1/2 

This spell creates a fireball , with a +I bonus to each of its dice of damage. The fireball 's effect 
persists for several rounds. 

II Finger of Death 

RANGE: 60 yards DURATION: Permanent AREA OF EFFECT: 1 creature 

The finger of death spell snuffs out one victim's life force. 

llJ Forcecage 

SAVING THROW: Neg. 

RANGE: 10 yards/2 levels DURATION: 6 turns+ 1/level AREA OF EFFECT: 20' cube SAVING THROW: None 

This powerful spell enables the caster to bring into being a cube of force . Creatures within the 
area of effect of the spell are caught and contained. 

Mass Invisibility 

RANGE: 10 yards/level DURATION: Special AREA OF EFFECT: Special SAVING THROW: None 

This spell allows the caster to make the whole party invisible during combat. The spell is broken 
When a character attacks. 
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IGJ Monster Summoning V 

RANGE: 70 yards DURATION: 6 rounds+ 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: Special SAVING THROW: None 

This spell is much like the 6th-level monster summoning IV spell, except that this spell summons 
one Sth level monster. These creatures stay for one combat only. 

l~I Mordenkainen's Sword 

RANGE: 30 yards DURATION: 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: Special SAVING THROW: None 

Upon casting this spell, the wizard brings into being a shimmering, sword-like plane of force . The 
sword fights for the caster. The sword can hit magical creatures. 

1(511 Power Word, Stun 

RANGE: 5 yards/level DURATION: Special AREA OF EFFECT: 1 creature SAVING THROW: None 

When a po1Ver IVOrd, stun spell is uttered, any creature of the mage's choice is stunn~d-: reeling 
and unable to think coherently or to act - for a duration dependent on its current hit pomts. 

~ Prismatic Spray 

RANGE: 0 DURATION: Instantaneous AREA OF EFFECT: 70' wedge, 5'-15' wide (base to end) SAVING THROW: Special 

When this spell is cast, the wizard causes seven shimmering, multi-colored rays of light to nash 
from his or her hand. These include all colors of the visible spectrum; each ray has a different 
power and purpose. Any creature with fewer than 8 Hit Dice struck by a ray is blinded for 2-8 
rounds, regardless of any other effect. 

Spell Turning 

RANGE: 0 DURATION: Up to 3 rounds/level AREA OF EFFECT: Caster SAVING THROW: None 

This powerful adjuration causes spells cast against the wizard to rebound onto the original caster. 
This includes spells cast from scrolls and innate spell-like abilities. High-level spells may not be 
turned or may be only partially turned. 
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Cleric Spell Summary 

Detailed cleric spell descriptions start on page 60. 

CLERIC SPELLS 

t Jst Level • 2nd Level • 3rd Level • 4th Level 
Bless (c} Aid(c) Airlens(a) Adjure(c) 
Cause Fear (c) Altruism(c) Brambles/aft (e, w) Blood Flow (w) 
cause Light Wounds (c) Barkskin (c) Bestow Curse (c) Cause Serious Wounds (c) 
Cure Light Wounds (c) Channel Stench (a) Cause Blindness or Deafness (c) Cloak of Bravery (c) 
Curse (c) Charm Person or Mammal (a, ') Cause Disease (c) Cloak of Fear (c) 
Entangle (c) Dust Devit (a, w) Create Smoke (a, lj Condense (e) 
Invisibility to Undead (c) Flame Blade (lj Cure Blindness or Deafness (c) Cure Serious Wounds (c) 
Magical Stone (e) Hesitation (c) Cure Disease (c) Dehydrate (w) 
Protection from Evil (c) Hold Person (c, ') Dispel Magic (c) Dust Cloud (a, e) 
Remove Fear (c) Music of the Spheres (c) Heat Exhaustion (lj Focus Heat (f) 
Sanctuary (c) Resisl Cold (f) Magical Vestment (c) Free Action (c) 
Shillelagh (c) Resis/Fire(lj Negative Plane Protection (c) Intensification of Weather (a, w) 

Silence, 15' Radius (c) Plant Growth (c) Lungs of Water (w) 
Spiritual Hammer (c) Prayer(c) Magma Blade (0 
Steal Breath (a) Protection from Fire (f) Neutralize Poison (c) 

Remove Curse (c) Poison(c) 
Remove Paralysis (c) Produce Fire (f) 
Sand Spray (e) Protect. from Evil, 10'Radius(c) 
Spike Growth (c) Protection from Lightning (a) 
Stone Shape (e) Protection from Weather (a, w) 
Strength of One (c) Quench Fire (0 
Summon Insects (c) Return to Earth (e) 

Soothe(w) 
Thorns of Binding (e, w) 

• Sth Level • 6th Level • 7th Level 
Cause Critical Wounds (c) Blade Barrier (c) Confusion (c) 
Conjure Elemental (a, e, f. w) Fire Seeds (0 Conjure Greater 
Crumble (e, w) Harm(c) Elemental (a, e, f. w) (a) Clerical sphere 
Cure Critical Wounds (c) Heal (c) Creeping Doom (c) of air 

Deflection (a) Hear/seeker (e. w) Fire Storm (0 (e) Clerica l sphere 

Dispel Evil (c) Sunstroke (c) Glass Storm (e) 
of earth 

({) Clerical sphere of fire Flame Strike (f) Wall of Thorns (c) Scirocco (a) 
(IV) Clerical sphere Insect Plague (a) Water of Life (w) Sunray(c) of water 

lronskin (e) Symbol(c) (c) Clerical sphere 
Quicksand (e, w) of the cosmos 
Rainbow(c) (')Combat-only spell 
Sandstorm (a) 
Spiked Stones (e) 
Slay Living (c) 
Wall Of Fire (f) 
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CLERIC SPELLS 

Cleric Spell Characteristics 

SPHERE 

This identifies the sphere or spheres into which each spell fall s. 

RANGE 

Range is the distance from the caster at which the spell effect 
occurs or begins. Some possibilities are: 

• 0: Can only be used on the spellcaster. 
• Touch: Must physically touch the target. 

DURATION 

This lists how long the magical energy of the spell lasts. Some 
possibilities are: 

• Combat: Spell's effects last for one combat. 
• Instantaneous: Spell's effects occur instantly. 

• Special: Duration depends on spell's use. 

AREA OF EFFECT 

This lists the creatures, volume, dimensions, weight, etc., that can 
be affected by the spell. 

SAVING TH RO\V 

This lists whether the spell allows the target a saving throw and 
explains the effect of a successful save. (A saving throw is a chance 
to avoid some or all of a spell's effects.) Some possibilities are: 

• Neg. : Spell has no effect if save is successful. 
• 1/2: Character suffers half the normal amount of damage. 

• None: No saving throw is allowed. 
• Special: See the spell description for details 

• FIRST-LEVEL CLERIC SPELLS t 

Bless 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: 60 yards DURATION: 6 rounds AREA OF EFFECT: 50' cube SAVING THROW: None 

Bless improves the THAC0 of friendly characters by 1. Bless cannot affect characters who are 
adjacen t to monsters when the spell is cast, and the spell is not cumulative. This is a good spell to 
cast before going into combat. 

Cause Fear 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: 10 yards DURATION: Special AREA OF EFFECT: 1 creature/4 levels SAVING THROW: Special 

Cause fear strikes terror in the hearts of hostile monsters. Creatures must save or flee in panic 
for 1--! rounds. 

Im Cause Light Wounds 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: Touch DURATION: Permanent AREA OF EFFECT: Creature touched SAVING THROW: None 

Cause light wounds inflicts 1-8 hi t points of damage on a target. 

liS)I Cure Light Wounds 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: Touch DURATION: Permanent AREA OF EFFECT: Creature touched SAVING THROW: None 

Cure light 1vot111ds heals 1-8 hit points, up to the recipient's normal maximum hit points. 

Ill Curse 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: 60 yards DURATION: 6 rounds AREA OF EFFECT: 50' cube SAVING THROW: None 

Curse increases (weakens) the THAC0 of targets by I. The target cannot be adjacent to a party 
character or NPC, and the spell's effects are not cumulative. 

Entangle 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: 80 yards DURATION: 1 lurn AREA OF EFFECT: 40' cube SAVING THROW: 1/2 

Entangle causes the plants in the ground to sprout up and entangle or capture creatures. Victims 
who fa il their save become tangled and are held helpless for the duration of the spell. 

[1 Invisibility to Undead 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: Touch DURATION: 6 rounds AREA OF EFFECT: Creature touched SAVING THROW: Special 

Invisibility to undead causes affected undead to lose track of and ignore the warded creatu re for 
the duration of the spell. The recipient thus effectively becomes invisible to undead creatures. 

Magical Stone 
SPHERE: Elemental (Earth) RANGE: 0 DURATION: Instantaneous AREA OF EFFECT: Special SAVING THROW: None 

Magical stone allows the cleric to temporari ly enchant three small pebbles. These magical stones 
can then be hurled at an opponent, causing 1-4 points of damage per stone, or 2-8 points if the 
target is undead. 
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I 
Protection From Evil 

SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: Touch DURATION: 3 rounds/level AREA OF EFFECT: Creature touched SAVING THROW: None 

Protection from evil improves the AC and saving throws of the recipient by 2 against attackers of 
evil alignment. 

I©) Remove Fear 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: 10 yards DURATION: Permanent AREA OF EFFECT: 1 creature/4 levels SAVING THROW: Special 

Remove fear instills courage in the spell's recipient, removing the effects of a cause fear spell. 

lrHI Sanctuary 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: Touch DURATION : 2 rounds+ 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: Creature touched SAVING THROW: None 

When the cleric casts a sanctuary spell. any opponent attempting to strike or otherwise directly 
attack the protected creature must roll a saving throw vs. spell. If the saving throw is successful, 
the opponent can attack normally. If the saving throw is failed, the opponent loses track of and 
totally ignores the warded creature for the duration of the spell. 

Shillelagh 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: Touch DURATION: 4 rounds+ 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: Cleric Saving Throw: None 

This spell enables the cleric to temporarily create a magical club that appears in his or her hand. 

• SECOND-LEVEL CLERIC SPELLS. 

Aid 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: Touch DURATION: 1 round+ 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: Creature touched SAVING THROW: None 

Aid is much like the bless spell, except the recipient also gains the benefit of 1-8 additional hit 
points for the duration of the spell. The temporary hit points are subtracted before the character's 
own ii injured in combat. This spell may be used in conjunction with the bless spell, but is not 
cumulative with it. 

lcol Altruism 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: Touch DURATION: Permanent AREA OF EFFECT: 1 creature SAVING THROW: None 

With this spell, a cleric may transfer hit points to another character or being of any alignment. Hit 
points are exchanged on a one-to-one basis, and may not be "taken back" once the spell has 
been cast. The recipient of the spell cannot gain more hit points than he or she normally has, and 
cannot refuse the gilt even ii he or she wants to. 

Barks kin 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: Touch DURATION: 4 rounds+ 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: Creature touched SAVING THROW: None 

When a cleric casts the barkskin spell, the recipient's skin becomes as tough as bark, improving 
(lowering) its base Armor Class to AC 6, plus I AC for every lour levels of the cleric. In addition, 
the affected creature gains+ I to al l saving throws. 
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Channel Stench 
SPHERE: Elemental (Air) RANGE: 0 DURATION: 3 rounds AREA OF EFFECT: 20'-long cone SAVING THROW: Neg. 

The cleric draws in a deep breath and expels it toward his opponent. All noxious odors from up to 
two miles away are channeled through the cleric's breath and ejected in a vile cone of stench. All 
breathing creatures within the cone must make a saving throw vs. poison. Those who fail gag for 
1-6 rounds. While in this state, spell casting and using psionics is impossible. Those with more 
than 5 Hit Dice or higher than Sth level may ignore channel stench. 

Charm Person or Mammal 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: 80 yards DURATION: Combat AREA OF EFFECT: 1 person or mammal SAVING THROW: Neg. 

Charm person or mammal allows the cleric to charm any single person or mammal, causing it to 
fight on the side of the cleric in battle. The targeted creature may save to avoid the spell 's effects. 

Dust Devil 
SPHERE: Elemental (Air, Earth) RANGE: 30 yards DURATION: 2 rounds/level AREA OF EFFECT: Special SAVING THROW: None 

Dust Devil allows the cleric to open a portal to his or her elemental plane and summon a lesser 
elemental to fight for the cleric in battle. The elemental disappears at the expiration of the spell. 

• Flame Blade 
SPHERE: Elemental (Fire) RANGE: 0 DURATION: 4 rounds+ 1 round/2 levels AREA OF EFFECT: 3'-long blade SAVING THROW: None 

When this spell is cast a burning sword appears in the cleric's hand - attack with this as one 
would with any other melee weapon. The blade attacks like a normal sword and does 7-10 points 
of damage. The spell does slightly less damage against targets protected from fire . 

[!:] Hesitation 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: 0 DURATION: 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: 20'-radius circle SAVING THROW: Neg. 

Creatures affected by this spell hesitate before executing their intended actions. The spell affects 
2-8 Hit Dice or levels of creatures, although only one creature of 4 or more Hit Dice can be 
affected regardless of the number rolled. All possible victims are allowed a saving throw vs. spells. 

Hold Person 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: 120 yards DURATION: 2 rounds/level AREA OF EFFECT: 1-4 persons SAVING THROW: Neg. 

This spell can affect human, demi-human, or humanoid creatures. Creatures that are affected 
become rigid and unable to move or speak. Spell duration increases with the level of the cleric. 

~ Music of the Spheres 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: 50 yards DURATION: 1 turn+ 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: 20'-diameter circle SAVING THROW: Neg. 

\Vith this spell , the cleric creates tones and harmonies of such unearthly beauty and complexity 
that they entrance the listener, making it difficult for the listener to attack or otherwise harm the 
cleric. The listener receives a normal saving throw against this effect. Failure means that the 
listener is entranced and is unable to attack the cleric for the duration of the spell. 
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e Resist Cold 
SPHERE: Elemental (Fire) RANGE: Touch DURATION: 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: Creature touched SAVING THROW: None 

Resist cold halves damage from cold attacks and improves saving throws versus cold attacks by 3. 

Resist Fire 
SPHERE: Elemental (Fire) RANGE: Touch DURATION: 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: Creature touched SAVING THROW: None 

Resist fire halves damage from fire attacks and improves saving throws versus lire attacks by 3. 

Im Silence, 15' Radius 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: 120 yards DURATION: 2 rounds/level AREA OF EFFECT: 15'-radius sphere SAVING THROW: None 

Silence, 15' radius magically dampens all sound in the area around the target. The target 
characters or monsters cannot cast spells for the duration of the spell. 

Spiritual Hammer 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: 10 yards/level DURATION: 3 rounds+ 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: Caster SAVING THROW: None 

Spiritual hammer creates a temporary magic throwing hammer that is automatically readied. 
Spiritual hammers can hit monsters that may only be struck by magic weapons. 

J 1-'~1 J Steal Breath 
SPHERE: Elemental (Air) RANGE: 120 yards DURATION: 3 rounds AREA OF EFFECT: 1 creature SAVING THROW: None 

This spell forces the air out of an opponent's lungs. The opponent cannot cast spells for three rounds. 

t THIRD-LEVEL CLERIC SPELLS t 

JQ]Air Lens 
SPHERE: Elemental (Air) RANGE: 90 yards DURATION: 3 rounds+ 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: Special SAVING THROW: None 

By means of this spell, the cleric creates a magical lens, with which he or she can direct 
intensified rays of the sun against his or her enemies. Once cast, the cleric can attack twice per 
round doing 2-6 points of damage per hit. 

II Bramblestaff 
SPHERE: Elemental (Earth, Water) RANGE: 0 DURATION: 1 turn AREA OF EFFECT: Special SAVING THROW: None 

This spell causes an ordinary wooden staff or club to sprout thick, extremely hard spikes on one 
end, just like a staff made from bramblewood. The staff does double damage for the duration of 
the spell, and adds + 2 to the cleric's attack roll. 

llJ Bestow Curse 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: Touch DURATION: Permanent AREA OF EFFECT: 1 target SAVING THROW: Neg. 

This spell allows the cleric to curse a creature, giving it a -4 penal ty to attacks and saves. The 
spell's effects can be reversed with dispel magic or remove wrse. 
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II Cause Blindness or Deafness 

SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: Touch DURATION: Permanent AREA OF EFFECT: Creature touched SAVING THROW: Neg. 

cause blindness or deafness blinds or deafens one target. This can only be cured by a cure 
blindness or deafness spell. 

II Cause Disease 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: Touch DURATION: Permanent AREA OF EFFECT: Creature touched SAVING THROW: Neg 

Cause disease infects the target with a debilitating ailment that saps strength and hit points. 

PJ Create Smoke 
SPHERE: Elemental (Air, Fire) RANGE: 10 yds + 10 yds/level DURATION: 4 rounds AREA OF EFFECT: 30-yd radius SAVING THROW: Spee 

By igniting even a tiny spark of flame , the cleric can create a dense plume of smoke that obscures 
vision for 30 yards. Those within the cloud that fail a saving throw vs. death spell find it difficult 
to attack. All attacks in the cloud are made at -4 for four rounds. 

1@1 Cure Blindness or Deafness 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: Touch DURATION: Permanent AREA OF EFFECT: Creature touched SAVING THROW: Neg. 

Cure blindness or deafness counters the effects of cause blindness or deafness. 

10 1 Cure Disease 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: Touch DURATION: Permanent AREA OF EFFECT: Creature touched SAVING THROW: None 

Cure disease removes the effects of disease caused by some monsters or cause disease spells. 

E Dispel Magic 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: 60 yards DURATION: Permanent AREA OF EFFECT: 30' cube or 1 item SAVING THROW: None 

Dispel magic removes the effects of spells that do not have specific counter spells. This is the cure 
spell for any characters that have been held, slowed, or made nauseous. 

19-J Heat Exhaustion 
SPHERE: Elemental (Fire) RANGE: 50 yards DURATION: Special AREA OF EFFECT: 1 creature SAVING THROW: None 

A beam of light streaks from the cleric's finger and slams into the target's forehead, causing the 
brain to overheat as ii struck by sunstroke or fever. This causes momentary confusion and 
delirium, so all attack rolls and saving throws are made at -2 . 

Id Magical Vestment 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: Touch DURATION: 5 rounds/level AREA OF EFFECT: Caster SAVING THROW: None 

This spell enchants the cleric's own robes, providing protection at least equivalent to chain mail 
(AC 5). The vestment gains a + l enchantment for every three levels the cleric earns above Sth 
level. For example, an 11 th-level cleric would have AC 3 protection. This spell is not cumulative 
Wi th itself or any other spells or armor. The spell's duration increases with the level of the cleric. 
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Negative Plane Protection 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: Touch DURATION: Special AREA OF EFFECT: 1 creature SAVING THROW: None 

Negative plane protection affords the recipient protection from one draining attack from undead 
monsters. ote that the spell affords protection against the first attack, but no protection against 
subsequent attacks (unless cast again). 

Plant Growth 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: 160 yards DURATION: Permanent AREA OF EFFECT: Special SAVING THROW: Special 

Plant gro111th causes normal vegetation to grow, entwine, and entangle to form a thicket that 
creatures must hack or force a way through at a movement rate of 10 feet per round. 

t. 
Prayer 

SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: 0 DURATION: 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: 60' radius SAVING THRO W: None 

Prayer improves the THAC0 and saving throws of friendly characters by 1 and increases 
(weakens) the THAC0 and saving throws of opponents by 1. This is a good spell to cast before 
going into combat, but it is not cumulative. 

[8 Protection from Fire 
SPHERE: Elemental (Fire) RANGE: Touch DURATION: Special AREA OF EFFECT: Creature touched SAVING THROW: None 

Protection from fire gives limited protection against fire. The recipient of the spell gets a + 3 bonus 
to his or her save and takes half damage from names. 

IC:91 Remove Curse 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: Touch DURATION: Permanent AREA OF EFFECT: 1 target SAVING THRO W: None 

Remove curse removes effects of a besto111 curse spell. It also allows the recipient to unready 
cursed magic items. 

IC~) j Remove Paralysis 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: 10 yards/level DURATION: Permanent AREA OF EFFECT: 1-4 creatures SAVING THROW: None 

This spell negates the effects of any type of paralyzation or related magic. For example, the spell 
counters hold or slow spells. 

IVI Sand Spray 
SPHERE: Elemenlal (Earth) RANGE: 0 DURATION: Instant AREA OF EFFECT: 20' beam, 10' wide SAVING THROW: Special 

This malicious evocation causes small glassy particles of sand or silt to spray into an opponent's 
eyes. Anyth ing sprayed by the slivers must make a saving throw vs. breath weapons. Failure 
indicates that they are blinded for 1-6 rounds, and lose 1-10 hit points. 
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II Spike Growth 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: 60 yards DURATION: 3-12 turns + 1 turn/level AREA OF EFFECT: 10'/level SAVING THROW: None 

Spike gro111th causes the ground-covering vegetation or root~ in the area to. become very hard and 
sharply pointed. When a creature moves through the area, 1t takes 2-8 pomts of damage. Each 
time the victim begins to move it must make a saving throw vs. spell or have its movement rate 
reduced by 1/3. 

Stone Shape 
SPHERE: Elemental (Earth) RANGE: Touch DURATION: Permanent AREA OF EFFECT: 1 weapon SAVING THROW: None 

By means of this spell the cleric can form an existing piece of stone into a weapon. 

liJ Strength of One 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: 10 yards DURATION: 2-6 rounds AREA OF EFFECT: 1 creature+ 1 creatureR levels SAVING THROW: None 

By casting this spell on a group of creatures, the cleric imbues each creature with a Strength 
bonus equal to that of the strongest creature of the group. 

I .... ~ I Summon Insects 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: 30 yards DURATION: 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: 1 creature SAVING THROW: None 

Summon insects attracts a cloud of insects to attack the foes of the cleric. Anyone in the cloud 
takes 4 points of damage per round, has a +2 AC penalty, and receives a -2 penalty to hit. 

•FOURTH-LEVEL CLERIC SPELLS• 

~Abjure 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: 10 yards DURATION: Instantaneous AREA OF EFFECT: 1 creature SAVING THROW: Neg. 

Abjure allows the cleric to dispel elemental creatures back to their own plane of existence. 

IC )I Blood Flow 
SPHERE: Elemental (Water) RANGE: Touch DURATION: Instantaneous AREA OF EFFECT: 1 target SAVING THROW: Neg. 

Blood ~ow allows the manipulation of the circulatory system, and can thus be used to heal or 
injure. When healing, 2- 12 points of damage are cured. If the spell is used to injure, the target is 
stunned for up to 4 rounds. 

II Cause Serious Wounds 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: Touch DURATION: Permanent AREA OF EFFECT: Creature touched SAVING THROW: None 

Cause serious wounds inflicts 3-1 7 hit points of damage on a target. 
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Cloak of Bravery 

SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: Touch DURATI ON : Special AREA OF EFFECT: Creature touched SAVING THROW: Neg. 

The cloak of bravery spell can be cast upon any willing creature. An individual thus protected 
gains a +4 bonus to save vs. fear. Note: the spell only protects the recipient from the first fear 
effect- it is then dispelled and does not provide any further protection (unless cast again). 

Cloak of Fear 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: Touch DURATION: Special AREA OF EFFECT: Creature touched SAVING THROW: Neg. 

The recipient of this spell receives an aura of fear. The first opponent who strikes the affected 
character must save vs. fear or run away in panic. Note: the spell only affects the recipient once 
(unless cast again). 

Condense 
SPHERE: Elemental (Earth) RANGE: 100 yards DURATION: Permanent AREA OF EFFECT: 1 target SAVING THROW: None 

Condense causes a small pebble, hurled by the cleric, to attract dust and debris. This condensed 
matter makes the pebble the size of a large rock, causing 3-18 hit points of damage if it hits its target. 

l@I Cure Serious Wounds 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: Touch DURATION: Permanent AREA OF EFFECT: Creature touched SAVING THROW: None 

Cure serious wounds heals 3-17 hit points, up to the recipient's normal maximum hit points. 

Ill Dehydrate 
SPHERE: Elemental (Water) RANGE: Touch DURATION: Instantaneous AREA OF EFFECT: 1 target SAVING THROW: None 

Dehydrate only affects creatures with a circulatory system. The target is dehydrated for 2-12 hit 
points of damage plus I per level of the cleric. 

Dust Cloud 
SPHERE: Elemental (Earth, Air) RANGE: 60 yards DURATION: 1 turn + 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: 30' radius SAVING THROW: None 

When a cleric creates a dust cloud, a swirling cloud of sand and dust obscures enemies' vision 
and prevents missile weapons from passing through. 

111 Focus Heat 
SPHERE: Elemental (Fire) RANGE: 60 yards DURATION: Instantaneous AREA OF EFFECT: 1 target SAVING THROW: 1/2 

Focus heat only works with collected sunlight. The cleric focuses the rays of the sun onto a single 
point, causing 2-12 hit points of damage plus l per level of the cleric on the target. 

~ Free Action 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: Touch DURATION: 1 turn/level AREA OF EFFECT: Creature touched SAVING THROW: None 

Free action allows the recipient to break the effects of spells such as slow, hold person , and web. 
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~DJ Intensification of Weather 
SPHERE: Elemental (Air, Water) RANGE: Touch DURATION: 1 hour/level AREA OF EFFECT: 1 creature SAVING THROW: Neg. 

Intensification of 1Veather subjects the victim to effects more severe than the actual weather would 
inflict. The victim loses any possible save against magical weather spells, and those causing 
damage add one hit point per die inflicted. The victim gets a save to avoid the effects of this spell. 

m Lungs of Water 
SPHERE: Elemental (Water) RANGE: 20 yards DURATION: Time of concentration AREA OF EFFECT: 1 creature SAVING THROW: Neg. 

This magically creates water inside the victim's lungs, drowning it if it is not able to cough the 
water up. Nonbreathing creatures and undead are not affected by this hex. Anyone who fails a 
saving throw vs. spells immediately begins to drown. 

§I Magma Blade 
SPHERE: Elemental (Fire) RANGE: 0 DURATION: Special AREA OF EFFECT: 1 weapon SAVING THROW: None 

Magma blade creates a sword with a razor edge and magically stores a burst of energy within it. 
The sword does +3 damage to anything it hits, and the impact releases a store of magical heat 
that turns the sword into molten stone. The flame bursts all over an opponent, covering him or 
her in magma, and causing an additional 2-12 points of heat damage. 

!@'I Neutralize Poison 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: Touch DURATION: Permanent AREA OF EFFECT: Creature touched SAVING THROW: None 

This spell detoxifies any sort of poison or venom. However, the spell cannot return characters to 
life if they have already died from poisoning. 

II Poison 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: Touch DURATION: Permanent AREA OF EFFECT: Creature touched SAVING THROW: Neg. 

Poison causes the target to save vs. poison or die. 

~ Produce Fire 
SPHERE: Elemental (Fire) RANGE: 40 yards DURATION: 1 round AREA OF EFFECT: 12' square SAVING THROW: None 

With produce fire, the cleric calls forth a sudden blaze that inflicts 2-5 hit points of damage on 
creatures within its area of effect. 

[ 
Protection from Evil, 1 O' Radius 

SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: Touch DURATION: 1 turn/level AREA OF EFFECT: 10'-radius sphere SAVING THROW: None 

Protection from evil, I O' radius can be cast on a character or monster and improves the AC and 
saving throws of the target and all adjacent friendly characters by 2 against evil attackers. The 
effects of this spell are not cumulative. 
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~ Protection from Lightning 

SPHERE: Elemental (Air) RANGE: Touch DURATION: 1 turn/level AREA OF EFFECT: Creature touched SAVING THROW: None 

Prolectio11 from light11i11g creates a protective aura which protects the recipient from the effects of 
lightning. The recipient gains a +4 bonus to saves, and takes half damage from lightning. 

Protection from Weather 
SPHERE: Elemental (Air, Water) RANGE: Touch DURATION: 1 hour/level AREA OF EFFECT: 1 creature SAVING THROW: Neg. 

When this spell is cast, it creates a magical barrier around the recipient at a distance of I foot. 
The barrier moves with the recipient, who completely ignores natural weather effects. The 
recipient also receives a +6 saving throw bonus to magically created weather effects. 

DI Quench Fire 
SPHERE: Elemental (Fire) RANGE: 40 yards DURATION: 1 round AREA OF EFFECT: 12' square 

Qurnch fire extinguishes any normal fire within the area of effect. 

II Return to Earth 

SAVING THROW: None 

SPHERE: Elemental (Earth) RANGE: 0 DURATION: 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: 3" radius/level SAVING THROW: None 

This spell turns a dead body into dust. Corpses inhabited by spirits are allowed a save, but 
skeletons and other undead are not. Undead crumble and fall to the ground, becoming 
completely destroyed in 3 rounds. 

I·:>] Soothe 
SPHERE: Elemental (Water) RANGE: 0 DURATION: 1 round/2 levels AREA OF EFFECT: 10' radius SAVING THROW: None 

The cleric claps his hands together, making the sound of thunder, and rain begins to fall in a I O' 
radius. Every creature beneath the cloud regains I hit point per round, up to the duration of the spell. 

II Thorns of Binding 
SPHERE: Elemental (Earth, Water) RANGE: 10 yards DURATION: 1 turn + 1 turn/evel AREA OF EFFECT: 10 yards/level SAVING THROW: Neg. 

By casting this spell, the cleric causes a magical "rope" of thorns to appear and wrap itself around 
an opponent. Failing the saving throw vs. spells results in 1--4 points of damage, added to the 
armor class of the victim. 

• FIFTH-LEVEL CLERIC SPELLS. 

Ill Cause Critical Wounds 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: Touch DURATION: Permanent AREA OF EFFECT: Creature touched SAVING THROW: None 

Cause critical wou11ds inflicts 6-27 hit points of damage on a target. 
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Conjure Elemental 

SPHERE: Elemental (All) RANGE: BO yards DURATION: 1 turn/level AREA OF EFFECT: Special SAVING THROW: None 

Co11jure eleme11tal allows the cleric to open a gate to his or her elemental plane and summon an 
elemental to fight for the cleric in battle. The elemental disappears at the end of the spell 's duration. 

Crumble 
SPHERE: Elemental (Earth, Water) RANGE: 10 yards/level DURATION: Permanent AREA OF EFFECT: 1 item SAVING THROW: None 

Crumble instantly reduces an inanimate object's water content to zero. Non-living organic material 
such as hide, bone, and wood splits and crumbles into dust when affected by this spell . Mindless 
corporeal undead like skeletons take 1-6 points of damage for every 3 levels of the caster. 

I@] Cure Critical Wounds 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: Touch DURATION: Permanent AREA OF EFFECT: Creature touched SAVING THROW: None 

Cure critical wou11ds heals 6-27 hit points of damage, up to a target's normal maximum hit points. 

De~ection 
SPHERE: Elemental (Air) RANGE: 0 DURATION: 1 turn+ 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: Caster SAVING THROW: None 

De~ecti011 creates a gust of wind that settles around the cleric, causing all smaller projectile 
weapons to miss. Boulders and other large projectiles remain unaffected by the spell. The cleric 
may still fire missiles while the spell is in effect. 

~ Dispel Evil 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: Touch DURATION: 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: Creature touched SAVING THROW: Neg. 

Dispel evil improves the target's AC by 7 against summoned evil creatures for the duration of the 
spell, or until the target hits a summoned creature. The creature must make a saving throw when 
it is hit or be dispelled. 

Flame Strike 
SPHERE: Elemental (Fire) RANGE: 60 yards DURATION: Instantaneous AREA OF Erner. 30' tall, 5' radius column SAVING THROW: 1(2 

Flame strike allows the cleric to call a column of fire down from the heavens onto a target. Any 
creature within the area of effect must save vs. spell. Failure means the creature sustains 6--48 
points of damage; otherwise, the damage is halved. 

t:'.:.j Insect Plague 
SPHERE: Elemental (Air) RANGE: 120yards DURATION: 2 rounds/level AREA OF Erner: 180' diameter, 60' high cloud SAVING THROW: None 

I11sect plague summons a swarming horde of insects that obscures vision , prevents spellcasting, 
and inflicts I hit point of damage per round to creatures within the cloud. 
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Irons kin 

SPHERE: Elemental (Earth) RANGE: Touch DURATION: Special AREA OF EFFECT: 1 creature SAVING THROW: None 

lronskin gives the recipient immunity to physical attacks by weapons (even enchanted ones), 
natural animal weapons (such as fangs or claws) , and hurled projectiles. Magical attacks still 
have their normal effect. 

Quicksand 
SPHERE: Elemental (Water, Earth} RANGE: 60 yards DURATION: 1 turn+ 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: 30' radius SAVING THROW: None 

Quicksand causes all surfaces within the area of effect to become soft and clingy. Anyone passing 
through the affected area sinks into the quicksand and is held there. 

~ Rainbow 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: 120 yards DURATION: 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: Special SAVING THROW: None 

This spell creates a shimmering, multi-layered short composite bow of rainbow hues. Each of its 
shimmering missiles is the equivalent of a +2 weapon, including attack and damage bonuses. 

~Sandstorm 
SPHERE: Elemental (Air) RANGE: 60 yards DURATION: 3 rounds/level AREA OF EFFECT: Special SAVING THROW: 1/2 

This spell conjures a more powerful version of a dust devil. Any creature attacked by the dust 
storm takes 2-12 points of damage. 

Spiked Stones 
SPHERE: Elem (Earth) RANGE: 30 yds DURATION: 3-12 turns+ 1 turn/lvl AREA OF EFFECT: 10' sq/lvl, 1 spike/1' sq SAVING THROW: None 

The spiked stones spell causes rock to shape itself into long, sharp points that tend to blend into 
the background. Those entering the spell's area of effect suffer 1-4 points of damage per round. 

Slay Living 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: 30 yards DURATION: Permanent AREA OF EFFECT: 1 person SAVING THROW: Special 

Slay living instantly kills one target. If the target makes its saving throw, it suffers 3-1 7 hit points 
of damage. 

r;] Wall of Fire 
SPHERE: Elemental (Fire) RANGE: 80 yards DURATION: 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: 10' long+ 5' long/2 levels SAVING THROW: None 

The ivall of fire spell brings forth an immobile, 20-foot-tall curtain of magical fire. Creatures 
passing through the wall take damage from the names. 
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• SIXTH-LEVEL CLERIC SPELLS • 

Blade Barrier 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: 30 yards DURATION: 3 rounds/level AREA OF EFFECT: Special SAVING THROW: Special 

The cleric employs this spell to set up a wall of circling, razor-sharp blades. Any creature that 
attempts to pass through the blade barrier suffers 8-64 points of damage. 

Fire Seeds 
SPHERE: Elemental (Fire) RANGE: Touch DURATION: Special AREA OF EFFECT: Special SAVING THROW: 1/2 

The fire seeds spell creates four magical acorns. These grenade-like missiles can be hurled up to 
40 yards. Each acorn bursts upon striking the target, causing 2-16 points of damage. 

II Harm 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: Touch DURATION: Permanent AREA OF EFFECT: Creature touched SAVING THROW: None 

The harm spell infects the victim with a disease and causes loss of all but 1-4 hit points. 

~Heal 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: Touch DURATION: Permanent AREA OF EFFECT: Creature touched SAVING THROW: None 

The .very potent heal spell enables the cleric to wipe away disease and injury in the creature who 
receives the benefit~ of the spell. It completely cures all diseases or blindness of the recipient and 
heals all but 1-4 points of damage suffered due to wounds or injury. 

II Heartseeker 
SPHERE: Elemental (Earth, Water) RANGE: 10 feet DURATION: 6 hours AREA OF EFFECT: 1 Creature SAVING THROW: Special 

This terrible s.pell creates a magical ~rrow which , upon penetrating human flesh (causing 
damag~) , begins to ~prout as 1f growing. The roots and branches seek out vital organs as a source 
o'. nutrients. If a saving throw vs. death magic isn't made, the vines burst through the victim's 
vital organs, killing him or her instantly. 

[~.J Sunstroke 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: 10 yards/level DURATION: Special AREA OF EFFECT: 1 creature SAVING THROW: Special 

The cleric points his finger at a target and a brilliant beam of sunlight shoots outward to cause a severe 
case of heat exhaustion. The victim must make a saving throw vs. magic or instantly collapse into a 
convulsive mass until treated or dead. The victim takes 1-4 points of damage per round until healed. 

lfl Wall of Thorns 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: 80 yards DURATION: 1 tu rn/level AREA OF EFFECT: One 10' cube/level SAVING THROW: None 

The wall of thorns spell creates a barrier of very tough , pliable, tangled brush bearing needle
sha'.~ thorns. Creatures breaking through the wall of thorns suffer 8 points of damage, plus an 
add1t1onal amount of damage equal to their AC. 
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SPHERE: Elemental (Water) RANGE: 0 DURATION: Special AREA OF EFFECT: 1 creature SAVING THROW: None 

This po1Verful spell is representative of the life-giving nature of water, and the sacrifices that the 
clerics of that sphere are willing to make for those they believe IVOrthy. This spell cures the 
IVOunds of the target creature by transferring them to the cleric. 

SEVENTH-LEVEL CLERIC SPELLS 

Confusion 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: 80 yards DURATION: 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: 1-4 creatures within a 40' x 40' square SAVING THROW: Spee 

This spell causes confusion in one or more creatures IVithin the area of effect, fostering indecision 
and the inability to take decisive action. 

iffi] Conjure Greater Elemental 
SPHERE: Elemental (All) RANGE: 30 yards DURATION: 1 turn/level AREA OF EFFECT: Special SAVING THROW: None 

This spell allolVs a cleric to summon a single greater elemental to assist the cleric in combat. 

II Creeping Doom 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: 0 DURATION: 4 rounds/level AREA OF EFFECT: Special SAVING THROW: None 

When the cleric casts creeping doom, he or she calls forth a mass of 500-1,000 venomous, biting, 
and stinging arachnids, insects, and myriapods. This carpet-like mass s1Varms in an area 20 feet 
square. These insects slay any creature subject to normal attacks, as each of the mall horrors 
inflicts I point of damage; up to I ,OOO points of damage can be inflicted on a creature 1Vithin the 
path of the creeping doom. 

~Fire Storm 
SPHERE: Elemental (Fire) RANGE: 160 yards DURATION: 1 round AREA OF EFFECT: 20' cube~evel, min 1610' cubes SAVING THROW: 1/2 

When fire storm is cast, the \\/hole area is shot through IVith sheets of roaring name that resemble 
a wall of fire. Creatures IVithin the area of fire and I foot or less from the edge receive 2-16 points 
of damage plus additional damage equal to the cleric's level (2-16 + I per level). 

l@I Glass Storm 
SPHERE: Elemental (Earth) RANGE: 0 DURATION: 1 round/level AREA OF EFFECT: 30' radius SAVING THROW: None 

This spell lifts and separates tiny crystal shards from sand or silt, creating a terrible 1Vind to 
propel them. Living creatures (and undead) take 2-16 points of damage per round until they 
leave the path of the storm. 
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[@] Scirocco 

SPHERE: Elemental (Air) RANGE: 10 yards/level DURATION: 1-6 turns AREA OF EFFECT: 1 O'/level SAVING THROW: Special 

\Vith this spell, a cleric summons up a scirocco, the burning desert IVind of legend. All items 
caught in the storm are abraded by Oying grit and must save vs. acid or be destroyed. Living 
creatures suffer 2-20 points of damage per round of exposure. 

~Sunray 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: 10 yards/level DURATION: 2-5 rounds AREA OF EFFECT: 5'-radius sphere SAVING THROW: Special 

\Vith this spell, the cleric evokes a dazzling beam of light. All creatures in the area must make a 
saving thro\\I vs. spell or be blinded for 1-3 rounds. Undead caught IVithin the area of effect 
receive 8-48 points of damage, reduced by half if a saving throlV vs. spell is made. 

~§~symbol 
SPHERE: Cosmos RANGE: Touch DURATION: 1 turn/level AREA OF EFFECT: Special SAVING THROW: Neg. 

The cleric casting this spell inscribes a glolVing symbol in the air. Any creature looking at the 
completed symbol must make a successful saving throw vs. spell or suffer the effect of the symbol. 

Hopelessness: Creatures seeing this symbol must either turn back in dejection or surrender to 
capture ancVor attack, unless they roll a successful saving thro\\I vs. spell. 
Pain: Creatures seeing this symbol suffer -4 penalties to their attack rolls and -2 penalties to their 
Dexteri ty scores due to \\/racking pains. 
Persuasion: Creatures seeing this symbol become friendly to the cleric IVho inscribed it for J-20 turns. 
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PSIONICS 

Psionics Summary 
For detailed psionic descriptions see "Psionics," following the summary. 

PSYCHO- PSYCHO- Cell Adjustment Superior Invisibility 
KINESIS METABOLISM Displacement Tower of Iron Will 
• Psychokinetic • Psychometabolic Enhanced Strength •Telepathy 

Sciences Sciences Flesh Armor Devotions 
Detonate Animal Affinity Grafl Weapon Ego Whip 
Disintegrate Energy Control Lend Health Id Insinuation 
Project Force Life Drain Share Strength Intellect Fortress 

• Psychokinetic • Psychometabolic 
Mental Barrier 

Devotions Devotions 
TELEPATHY MindBar 

Ballistic Attack Absorb Disease • Telepathy Sciences Mind Blank 

Control Body Adrenalin Control Domination Psionic Blast 

Inertial Barrier Biofeedback Mass Domination Synaptic Static 

Body Weaponry Psychic Crush Thought Shield 

Psionic Characteristics 

POWER SCORE 

Every psionic power is associated with one of the character's basic 
attributes (Strength, Wisdom, etc.). The psionic power score equals the 
character's score for that attribute, plus or minus a specific amount. In 
mathematical terms, the power score x 5% = the percent chance of 
successfully activating a power. A character always makes a power check 
when activating a power. 

lNITlAL COST 

The number of PSPs (Psionic Strength Points) expended when the power 
is first used. A character failing a power check must expend half this 
many PSPs. 

MAI. TENANCE COST 

The number of PSPs expended to keep a power operating from the 
previous round. Maintaining a power does not require a new power 
check. If no maintenance cost is listed, the power cannot be maintained. 

RANGE 

The maximum distance from the psionicist (psionics user) at which the 
power can have an effect. Some possibilities are: 

• 0: Can only be used on the psionicist. 
•Touch: Must physically touch the target. 

AREA OF EFFECT 

The physical area or number of beings which the power affects. 
"Personal " means the power only affects the psionicist. 
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Psychokinesis 

t PSYCHOKINETIC SCIENCES • 

Ill Detonate 
POWER SCORE: Con -3 INITIAL COST: 18 MAINTENANCE COST: NA RANGE: 60 yards AREA OF EFFECT: 1 item, 8 cubic leet 

Detonate allows a psionicist to harness the latent energy inside plants or inanimate objects, focus 
it, and release it explosively. This explosion inflicts 1-10 points of damage to any creature within 
a I 0 foot radius of the blast, and may disintegrate an item on the creature. 

Ill Disintegrate 
POWER SCORE: Wis -4 INITIAL COST: 40 MAINTENANCE COST: NA RANGE: 50 yards AREA OF EFFECT: 1 item, 8 cubic feet 

The disintegrate science reduces a creature to microscopic pieces and scatters them. The target 
must save vs. death magic or be killed. 

Project Force 
POWER SCORE: Con -2 INITIAL COST: 10 MAINTENANCE COST: NA RANGE: 200 yards AREA OF EFFECT: NA 

Project force allows a psionicist to focus a psychokinetic "punch" against a target up to 200 yards 
away. This attack does L--6 points of damage, plus the AC of the targeted creature. 

• PSYCHOKINETIC DEVOTIONS • 

Ballistic Attack 
POWER SCORE: Con -2 INITIAL COST: 5 MAINTENANCE COST: NA RANGE: 30 yards AREA OF EFFECT: 1 item, 1 pound 

Ballistic attack allows a character to throw a small object at extremely high (and deadly) speeds. 
A successful hit inflicts 1-6 points of damage. 

Ill Control Body 
POWER SCORE: Con -2 INITIAL COST: 8 MAINTENANCE COST: 8/round RANGE: 80 yards AREA OF EFFECT: Individual 

Control body allows psychokinetic control of another person's body. In effect, the victim becomes 
a marionette. The psionicist can force the body to fight on his or her behalf, but with a -6 penalty 
on attack rolls (using the victim's own THAC0). 

IJ Inertial Barrier 
POWER SCORE: Con -3 INITIAL COST: 7 MAINTENANCE COST: 5/round RANGE: 0 AREA OF EFFECT: 3-yard diameter sphere 

The inertial barrier is a defense. The psionicist creates a barrier of "elastic" air around him or 
herself and anyone else within 3 yards. This barrier halves damage from breath weapons, 
missiles, gas, acid, and ice storms. 
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Psychometabolism 

t P SYCHOMETABOLIC SCIENCES t 

Animal Affinity 
POWER SCORE: Con -4 INITIAL COST: 15 MAINTENANCE COST: 4/round RANGE: 0 AREA OF EFFECT: Personal 

Animal affinity allows the psionicist to briefly grow claws that inflict 1-10 hit points of damage. 

9 Energy Control 
POWER SCORE: Con -2 INITIAL COST: 10 MAINTENANCE COST: NA RANGE: 0 AREA OF EFFECT: Personal 

When a psionicist is protected by energy containment, energy attacks such as electricity, cold, 
fire, heat, and sound have no effect. 

Ill Life Draining 
POWER SCORE: Con -3 INITIAL COST: 11 MAINTENANCE COST: 5/round RANGE: Touch AREA OF EFFECT: Individual 

Psionicists using the life draining science can "drain" up to 6 hit points from another creature. 
These hit points are temporarily added to the psionicist's total. The bonus points disappear after 
combat, if they haven't already been used. 

t PSYCHOMETABOLIC DEVOTIONS t 

IQI Absorb Disease 
POWER SCORE: Con -3 INITIAL COST: 12 MAINTENANCE COST: NA RANGE: Touch AREA OF EFFECT: Individual 

The power of absorbing disease allows the psionicist to transfer a disease (either natural or magical) 
from one creature to the psionicist, who can then cure it. The power cannot absorb curses. 

IJ Adrenalin Control 
POWER SCORE: Con -3 INITIAL COST: 8 MAINTENANCE COST: 4/round RANGE: 0 AREA OF EFFECT: Personal 

With adrenalin control, the psionicist temporarily boosts his or her Strength from 1-6 points. All 
bonuses for extra Strength apply while the power is in effect. 

Biofeedback 
POWER SCORE: Con -2 INITIAL COST: 6 MAINTENANCE COST: 3/round RANGE: 0 AREA OF EFFECT: Personal 

With biofeedback, the psionicist can control the flow of blood through the body. This is used to 
reduce damage from attacks by 2, and the psionicist also improves (reduces) his or her AC by I. 

Body Weaponry 
POWER SCORE: Con -3 INITIAL COST: 9 MAINTENANCE COST: 4/round RANGE: 0 AREA OF EFFECT: Personal 

Body weaponry allows the psionicist to temporarily use one arm as if it were a weapon. The arm 
becomes as strong as wood or steel. However, the arm cannot imitate bows of any sort, nor can it 
become a weapon that the psionicist cannot normally use. 
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Cell Adjustment 
POWER SCORE: Con -3 INITIAL COST: 5 MAINTENANCE CosT: 0 RANGE: Touch AREA OF EFFECT: Individual 

Cell adjustment allows the psionicist to heal wounds and cure diseases. Cell adjustment cannot 
remove curses. 

!liE] Displacement 
POWER SCORE: Con -3 INITIAL COST: 6 MAINTENANCE CosT: 3/round RANGE: 0 AREA OF EFFECT: Personal 

Displacement mimics the power of a displacer beast to project an image of itself up to three feet 
away. The image draws attacks that would otherwise be directed at the psionicist. The psionicist 
improves (reduces) his AC by 2 when displaced. 

Ill Enhanced Strength 
POWER SCORE: Wis -3 INITIAL CosT: Varies MAINTENANCE COST: Varies RANGE: 0 AREA OF EFFECT: Personal 

Enhanced Strength allows the psionicist to increase his or her Strength to 24. The initial PSP cost 
is twice the number of added points; the cost to maintain the extra points per round equals the 
number of new points. · 

~ Flesh Armor 
POWER SCORE: Con -3 INITIAL CosT: 8 MAINTENANCE COST: 4/round RANGE: 0 AREA OF EFFECT: Personal 

With flesh armor, the psionicist temporarily transforms his or her own flesh into a randomly 
determined type of armor. Because the armor becomes part of the body, the psionicist suffers no 
penalties for its use. 

Gra~Weapon 
POWER SCORE: Con -5 INITIAL CosT: 10 MAINTENANCE COST: 1/round RANGE: Touch AREA OF EFFECT: Personal 

Graft weapon allows the psionicist to take a weapon and make it part of his or her body. Attacks 
with this weapon are at a +I bonus to hit. The weapon, once grafted, cannot be switched with 
another. 

JlQIJ Lend Health 
POWER SCORE: Con -1 INITIAL COST: 4 MAINTENANCE COST: NA RANGE: Touch AREA OF EFFECT: Individual 

Lend health allows the psionicist to transfer hit points to another character. The psionicist can 
transfer as many hit points as he or she wants, as long as the target's maximum or his or her own 
minimum hit point level is not exceeded. 

m Share Strength 
POWER SCORE: Con -4 INITIAL COST: 6 MAINTENANCE COST: 2/round RANGE: Touch AREA OF EFFECT: Individual 

With share strength, the psionicist transfers his or her own Strength points to another. Two points 
are taken from the psionicist for every one received. 
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Telepathy 

A number of psychic defenses are available as telepathic sciences or devotions. 
When characters are attacked, the game automatically activates whichever defense 
it deems appropriate for the situation. Defenses such as mind blank and tower of 
iron will are controlled by the game. 

• TELEPATHIC SCIENCES • 

Domination 
POWER SCORE: Wis -4 INITIAL COST: Varies MAINTENANCE COST: Varies RANGE: 30 yards AREA OF EFFECT: Individual 

Domination allows a psionicist to take control of another's mind, forcing the victim to do as the 
psionicist wishes. The psionicist can then make use of the subject's abilities and powers. The PSP 
cost to establish and maintain domination depends on the subject. 

Mass Domination 
POWER SCORE: Wis -6 INITIAL COST: Varies MAINTENANCE COST: Varies RANGE: 40 yards AREA OF EFFECT: Up to 5 creatures 

Mass domination is identical to domination except that up to 5 creatures can be controlled at 
once. The PSP cost to establish and maintain mass domination depends on the subjects. 

Psychic Crush 
POWER SCORE: Wis -4 INITIAL CosT: 7 MAINTENANCE COST: NA RANGE: 50 yards AREA OF EFFECT: Individual 

A psychic crush is an attack on another psionicist's mind. It can inflict up to 6 hit points of damage. 

~ Superior Invisibility 
POWER SCORE: lnt -5 INITIAL COST: Varies MAINTENANCE COST: 5/round RANGE: 100 yards AREA OF EFFECT: Personal 

Superior invisibility makes the psionicist nearly undetectable. The user cannot be seen, makes no 
sound, and has no scent. Superior invisibility is dispelled if the psionicist attacks. The initial PSP 
cost varies depending on the number of creatures the psionicist is protecting against. 

Tower of Iron Will 
POWER SCORE: Wis -2 INITIAL COST: 6 MAINTENANCE CosT: NA RANGE: 0 AREA OF EFFECT: 1 yard 

Tower of iron wi ll wards the psionicist against unwanted contact by other psionicists. A psionicist 
can initiate one other psionic power while thus warded. 

• TELEPATHIC DEVOTIONS. 

II Ego Whip 
POWER SCORE: Wis -3 INITIAL COST: 4 MAINTENANCE COST: NA RANGE: 40/80/120 yards AREA OF EFFECT: Individual 

Ego whip is another psionic mind attack. The psionicist attacks the target's ego, leaving it with 
feelings of inferiority. The target is stunned for 1-4 rounds. 
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Id Insinuation 
POWER SCORE: Wis -4 INITIAL COST: 5 MAINTENANCE COST: NA RANGE: 60/120/180 yards AREA OF EFFECT: Individual 

Id insinuation is another psionic mind attack. The psionicist unleashes the target's id, pitting it in 
a moral struggle against the target's superego. The resulting moral dilemma paralyzes the target 
for 1-4 rounds. 

llJ 1ntellect Fortress 
POWER SCORE: Wis -3 INITIAL COST: 4 MAINTENANCE COST: NA RANGE: 0 AREA OF EFFECT: 3-yard radius sphere 

Intellect fortress is a telepathic defense against psionic attacks. All minds within the area of effect 
are also protected. 

~ Mental Barrier 
POWER SCORE: Wis -2 INITIAL COST: 3 MAINTENANCE COST: NA RANGE: 0 AREA OF EFFECT: Personal 

Mental barrier is another telepathic defense against psionic attacks, though it only protects the 
psionicist. Psionicists can use other psionic powers while protected by a mental barrier. 

ll!f Mind Bar 
POWER SCORE: lnt -2 INITIAL COST: 6 MAINTENANCE COST: 4/round RANGE: 0 AREA OF EFFECT: Personal 

Mind bar gives the psionicist 75% magic resistance to mind-affecting spells such as charm 
and feeblemind. 

Mind Blank 
POWER SCORE: Wis -7 INITIAL COST: 0 MAINTENANCE COST: 0 RANGE: 0 AREA OF EFFECT: Personal 

Mind blank is another telepathic defense against psionic attacks. The psionicist can initiate other 
psionic powers while protected by mind blank. Unlike the other defensive modes, mind blank 
costs nothing to maintain. 

11111 Psionic Blast 
POWER SCORE: Wis -5 INITIAL COST: 10 MAINTENANCE COST: NA RANGE: 20/40/60 yards AREA OF EFFECT: Individual 

A psionic blast tricks an opponent into believing that it has lost 80% of its hit points. When it 
loses 20% of its hit points, the creature falls unconscious. 

Synaptic Static 
POWER SCORE: lnt-4 INITIAL COST: 15 MAINTENANCE COST: 10/round RANGE: 0 AREA OF EFFECT: 20/50/90 yards 

Synaptic static interferes with psionic abilities, preventing all (including the psionicist who 
initiated the power) from using psionics until the effect ends . 

ll'i Thought Shield 
POWER SCORE: Wis -3 INITIAL CosT: 1 MAINTENANCE COST: NA RANGE: 0 AREA OF EFFECT: Personal 

A thought shield protects the psionicist's mind from psionic attacks. The psionicist may initiate 
another psionic power while protected by a thought shield. 
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LEVEL ADVANCEMENT TABLES 

FIGHTER PRESERVER 
LEVEL EXP HIT POINTS LEVEL EXP HIT POINTS 

1 0 HO H 
2 ) ,OOO .. +(HO) 2,500 +(HJ 
3 4,000 +(HO) 
4 8,000 +(HO) 
5 16,000 +(HO) 
6 32,00() +(1-10) 
7 .. .. 64.cioo +(HO) 

_5.000_ +(HI 
4 10,000 +(1-4) 
5 20,000 +(HI 
6 40,000 +(1~) . 

50,000 +(l~L 
8 125,000 .. +(HO) ... 

250:00o 9 +(1-10) 
10 soo;ooo +3 

. . . 90,000 . +(1-4) 
135,000 +(1-4). 

10 ... 2!jO,OOO ............. ....... +(1-4). 
11 750.000 +3 
12 1,000,000 . ·~3 11 . 375,000 +1 

12 ... 750,000 + 1 
.. 13 1,250,000 +3 

14 1,500:000 +3 .... .... .. . . 

13 1,125,000 +1 
14 jsoo,ooo . . • 1 

.. 15 1,750,()()0 .. +3 15 ..... 1,875,000 +1 

GLADIATOR CLERIC 
LEVEL EXP HIT POINTS LEVEL EXP HIT POINTS 

1 0 HO 1 0 1--8 
2 ·: 2;2so ·· +(i-ioi ·· 

·3 · 4,500 . +!H~i . 
.. 4··· 9,000 +(HO) 

5 is.ooo . . :·: ~!1:-11f 
s · 36.ooa ... ............... . +(1:10) 

... 7. 75,000 .... +(1:10) 
8° . i so:oiio +(HO) 
9 .. joo;oiJo · · · : +(i~ 1 o1 

· 10· 600,000 +3 
· ·1 i : 9oo;ixio · +3 

12 ....... 1,290,()()0 ... .. .... +3 
13 .... 1,5()(),000 .. +~ ..... 
14 .. l,800,000 +3 
15 _2,190,090 +3 

•·· 

2 1,500 . ~(1_:,jJ 
3 · 3,oiio" . +(1--8) 
4 6,0()Q .. +(1--8) 
5 ... 13,000 . .. +(1.-:8) 
6 27,500 +(1-8) 
7 5!j,OOO .. ..+(1--8). 
8 110,000 +(1-8) . 
9 · 225:@ +(1-8). 

10 4!j0.000 +2 
11 675,000 +2 

.. 
.. 

900,oOO . 
...... 

12 +2 
13 1,125:000 · +2 
14 i:3so:aoo · 

.. 

.. +2 
15 1:575,0qo · +2 

RANGER DRUID 
LEVEL EXP HIT POINTS LEVEL EXP HIT POINTS 

1 . 1:10 
2 2:256 .... +(1-10) 
3 ... 4,500 . 

...... +(1:10) 

1 0 1--8 
2 2,000. +(1--8) ... 
3 _4.[)()0_ +(1--8J.. . 

4 9,000 +(1:1.0) 
5 ·10.000 +(HO). 
6 36,ooii .... +(1:10) 
7 . _15.ooo +(HO) 

.. 4 .. 7,500 . +(1-81 
.. 5 12,!jOO +(1--8). 

6 29.000 +.(1-:8) 
7 35.ooo . +(1-8) . 

8 150,000 +(HO) 
9 300,000 +(HO) 

10 600,000 +3 
11 900:000 +3 

8 60 .. 000 .. +(1-8) . 
9 90,000 +(1-8J. 

10 125,ooo · +2 
11 200,000 +2 

12 1,200,000 +3 12 
.. 

300,000 +2 
13 1,500,000 +3 13 7!j0,000 +2 .. 
14 1,800,000 +3 
15 2,100,oiJo +3 

14 1,500,000 +2 
15 3,000,000 +2 

. ..,.. ... .... :::r:~ . ..1 • • • 

THIEF 
LEVEL EXP 

.o .. 
1,250 .... 
2,5()() . 

4 5,000 .. 
5 . .. 10,()()0. 
6 . 20,()QO 
7 40.()QO 
8 . 79,000 
9 110,000. 

10 . 160,000 
11 2~0,()()0 

12 4~0,()()0 
13 660,()()9 
14 ...... 880,()()_0 
15 ... _1,1!X),()()O . 

PSIONICIST 
LEVEL EXP 

1 0 
2 2,2!XJ .. 
3 .. 4,4()0 
4 .. 8,8!XJ .. 
5 16,500 
6 30.00~ . 
7 .. 5!j,!JOO ..... 
8 . 100,000 
9 290,000 

16 400,000 
11 600,000 
12 800;@ 
13 . .. . . 1,0()Q,()()O 
14 1,200,000 

HIT POINTS 

1-6 
.+(1.-:-6) 

. +(1-:-6) 
+(1-:-6). 

.... +(1-:-6). 
+(1-:fl) 
+(1-:flJ. 
+(1-:flJ. 

... .+!HJ. 
+(1-6) 
+2 
+2 
+2 
+2 
+2 

HIT POINTS 

1-6 
... :· ~(l-:-6) 

....... tP-:6J. 
. .. .+(1-6). 
.. .+(1-:-6). 

. ......... +(1-:flJ .. . 
. .... +(1_-:fJL 
...... .+P::6J 

. +(1::6) 
+2 
+2 
+2 
+2 
+2 

15 .... j50o:@ :.: ·· +2 

RANGER SPELL PROGRESSION TABLE 
RANGER LEVEL CASTING LEVEL 1 2 

8 1 
9 .......... 2 ... 

10 2 1 
11 4 2 2 .. 
12 ... 5.. . 2 2 
13 6 3 2 ... 
14 7 3 2 
15 8. } 3 

3 

1 
1 
2 .. ... 
2 
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PRESERVER SPELL PROGRESSION TABLE 
LEVEL 123 4 5 6 

1 1 
2 2 
3 2 1 

3 2 
2 1 

4 2 2 
7 .. 4 3 .. 2 1 
8 4 3 3 2 ... ...... ···-
9 3 3 2 1 

10 4 3 2 2 
11 4 4 4 3 3 . .... 
12 4 4 4 4 1 
13 5 5 5 4 2 .. .. .. 
14 5 5 5 4 4 2 .. 
15 5 5 .. 5 5 2 1 

CLERIC SPELL PROGRESSION TABLE 
LEVEL 1234 5 7 

1 1 ................. 
2 2 
3 2 
4 3 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
.1.3 .... 
14 
15 

... } 
3 .... 

.... 3.. .... .3 
3 .. 3 

1 
2 
2 1 

3 ..... 2 ................ . 
... 4. 3 2 1 

.. 4 ..... 4 3 ... ..3 2 
5 4 4 . .3.: 2" 1 
6 5 5 ....... 3... . 2 2 
6 . 6 6 4 2 
6 6 . ··5···· .. 5 3 

6 6 6 6 .............. . 

CLERIC WISDOM SPELL BONUS TABLE 

WISDOM SPELL LEVEL 
SCORE 3 4 

13 1 . ............. 
14 2 
15 2 1 .. .. 
16 2 2 . .. 
17 2 2 . .... .. 
18 2 ... 2 ... 1 1 
19 3 2 1 2 
20 3 } 1 3 
21 3 3 2 3 . .. 
22 3 3 2 4 . .. 
23 3 3 2 4 
24 3 3 2 4 
25 3 3 .. 2 1. 
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RACIAL ABILITY ADJUSTMENTS TABLE 
RACE ADJUSTMENTS 

Dwarf ............................. +2 Constitution, + 1 Strength, -1 Dexterity, -2 Charisma 
Elf .... .......................... ..... +2Dexterity,+1 Intelligence, -1 Wisdom, -2 Constitution 
Half-Elf ............... ........... + 1 Dexterity, -1 Constitution 
Half-Giant ..................... +4 Strength, +2 Constitution, -2 Intelligence, -2 Wisdom, -2 Charisma 
Half/ing ..... ....... .. ............ +2 Dexterity, +2 Wisdom, -1 Constitution, -1 Charisma, -2 Strength 
Mui ................................. +2Strength,+1 Constitution, -1 Intelligence, -2 Charisma 
Thri-kreen .................. .. . +2 Dexterity, +1 Wisdom, -1 Intelligence, -2 Charisma 

ARMOR AND WEAPONS PERMITTED 
CLASS OF CHARACTER ARMOR SHIELD WEAPON 

any any 

.. an.Y any .. 

Cleric 
Air 
Earth 
Fire 
Water 

any ... 
any 

any 
any 

bow, blowgun, sling, spear, and throwing spear 
any weapon made of stone, metal, or wood 
magiealiy fired, obsidian: or fire-heated weapons 
bone or wood bows, club, ri1aces, javelins: quarterstaff, spears, and warhammers 
--:: .111u.st be organic 

none none any Druid ................... 
Fighter 

F i~hter . . ..... ~nx_ .. . a~y . any 
Gladiator any any any 
Ranger 

Wizard 
Preserver 

.anx.._ . . . any ..... . .. any 

none ... n.one ........ daQger .. ~t~ff . d.arts, knif~ .. ~nd .sli nQ ... . 
Psionicist 

Psionicist leather small short bow, hand & light crossbow, dagger, dirk, knife, club, hand axe, throwing 
axe!. h.or~eman. rnace & pi~k .. scimitar, sp~ar ! sh.ort s111~rd! a~d ~r.hamrner ..... 

Rogue 
Thief leather small any 

RACIAL CLASS AND LEVEL LIMITS TABLE 
CLASS HUMAN 

Cleric U 
o.ru_id.... ...... u 
Figh.ter U 
Glad. U .. ······ .. 
Presrvr . ............ W. 
Psion. U ........ ...... . 
Ranger.... . U 
Thief .... ..W ... 

DWARF Elf HALF-Elf 

12 15 15 . .... ........ . 
14 ....................... 

15 
u 

14 u 
... 19. 

15 
u 

......••.••...... 12 
u u u .......... ....... 

15 14 

.... .1.2. ......... 12. 12 

HALF-GIANT HALFLING MUL THRl·KREEN 

. 1.?..... 10 12 12 ................ 

. ................. 12 ..... .ig ......... JL . 
15 
14 

12 
12 

u ........... JL 
u 15 

u .... U. ........ 4 .. . ..... 4 
8 15 

15 
12 .. 

12 

II> U: The character has unlimited advancement potential in the given class. 

II> Any #: A player character can advance to the maximum possible level in a given class. 

II> -: A player character cannot belong to the listed class. 

II> NOTE: In Dark Sun Online the maximum level advancement for any character is 15th level. This is a 
computer game restriction, not an AD&D restriction. 
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EXCEEDING LEVEL LIMITS 

Demihuman characters with extremely high ability scores in their prime requisites 
can exceed the racial maximum levels. In cases where multiple prime requisites 
are used, all requisites must exceed those listed in the Prime Requisite Bonus 
Table below. The additional levels listed in this table are added to the normal 
maximum allowed, regardless of what class or race is involved. 

PRIME R EQUISITE BONUS TABLE 

ABILITY SCORE 

14, 15 . 
16, 17 
18 
1.9 ..... 

ADDITIONAL LEVELS 

+1 
+2 
+3 
+4 

MULTI-CLASS OPTIONS FOR DEMIHUMANS 
t DWARF 

Cleric/Psionicist, Thief!Psionicist, Fighter/Cleric, Fighter/Cleric/Psionicist, 
Fighter/Psionicist, Fighter/Thief!Psionicist, Fighterffhief 

t ELF DR HALF-ELF 

Fighter/Mage, Fighter/Mage/Cleric, Fighter/Thief, Fighter/Mage/Thief, Fighter/Psionicist, 
Cleric/Mage/Thief, Fighter/Cleric, Cleric/Fighterffhief,Cleric/Mage, 
Fighter/Mage/Psionicist, Cleric/Psionicist, Fighterffhief!Psionicist, Cleric/Thief, 
Fighter/Cleric!Psionicist, Mage/Psionicist, Cleric/Mage/Psionicist, Mage/Thief, 
Cleric/Thief!Psionicist, Thief!Psionicist, Mage/Thief/Psionicist 
Ranger/Druid (Half-Elf Only) 

• HALF-GIANT 

Fighter/Cleric, Cleric/Psionicist, Fighter/Psionicist 

• HALFLING 

Fighter/Thief, Cleric!Psionicist, Fighter/Cleric, Fighter/Psionicist, Thief!Psionicist, 
Fighterffhief!Psionicist, Cleric/Thief 

• MUL 

Fighterffhief. Cleric/Thief, Fighter/Cleric, Psionicist!fhief, Fighter/Psionicist, 
Fighterffhief!Psionicist, Cleric/Thief 

• THRl-KREEN 

Fighter/Cleric, Cleric/Psionicist, Fighter/Psionicist, Fighter/Cleric/Psionicist 

11> "Ranger" may be substituted for any "fighter" entry under elves, half-elves, 
half-giants, halfiings, and thri-kreen. 

11> "Druid" may be substituted for any "cleric" entry under half-elves, 
halfiings, muls, or thri-kreen. 

11> "Gladiator" may never be a part of a multi-class combination for demihumans. 
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HOT KEYS 

Alt-A 

Ait-C 

Alt-E 

Ait-F 

Ait-G 

Ait-H 

Alt-I 

Alt-L 

Alt-N . 

Ait-0 

Alt-P 

A.lt-Q ... 
Alt-U 

Alt-V 

Alt-W 

Ait-X 

Tab 

Esc 

Function Keys: 

f HOT KEYS• 
RESULT 

Toggles animations on/off 

Brings up Cast Spell~se Psionics screen 

Brings up Current Spell/Effects screen 

Toggles Followers Allowi;:i:lfnot allowed; ~isengages followers if attached 

Sets characti;:r to Guard (in combat) 

Centers screen on character 

Brings up View Inventory screen 

Toggles c.hat logging on/off .. 

Targets next opponent if in combat 

Toggles Accepting Items on/off 

Preferences Menu; targe.ts the previous opponent in combat 

Ends character's turn (in .combat) 

Brings up Cast Spells/Llse.psionics screen 

Brings up View Character sc.reen 

Sets character to Wait (in combat) 

Quits DAR.K s.uN ONUNE. . .. 

Brings up Game Men.u 

Exits all menus; quitsg(lme if no menus .o.n screen 

HOT KEYS RESULT 

FI Brings up DARK SUN ONLJ.NE .Help sere.en I Sys.o.p call buuon 

F2 Lists all players in region 

F3 Lists all players in DARK SuN ONLINE 

F4 Toggles mu.sic on/off 

FS Toggles sound effects on/()ff 

F6 Toggles animations on/off 

F7 Toggles chat. area between two or seven line display 

FB Quits DARK SuN ONLINE 

F9 Changes color of chat text; Shift-F9 cycles bac.kwards 

F 10 Toggles computer control on/off (in combat) 

Other Commands: 
WHAT YOU TYPE 

//PROFILE TEXT 

Chat-Specific Keys: 
WHAT YOU TYPE 

TEXT 

:TEXT 

NAME: 

NAMEI,NAME2: 

@(action) 

//M# TEXT 

Ctrl-Alt-# 

//MUZZLE NAME 

//UNMUZZLE NAME 

//MUZZLELIST ...... 

//IGNORE ..... - ..... . 

Ctrl-PgUp 

Ctd-J.>gDn .. 

Ctrl-Home 

Ctrl-End 

Ctrl- ~/-t 

Ctrl- J,; j 

Alt- J,; i 

Ctrl-Alt- J,; i 

Ctrl-Delete 

Ctrl-Shift-Delete 

Ctrl-[/] 

RESULT 

Displays TEXT before other descriptions when the player 
character is examined using Look. 

RESULT 

Sends text to all people nearby 

Sends text to people in party 

Sends a message that only NAME can read 

Sends a message to only NAME! & NAME2 

"YourName smiles."@ = your name 

Sets text for Macro 0-9 

Print text for Macro 

Muzzles (ignores chat from) a111e 

Unmuzzles Name 

Lists names of m.uzzl.ed people 

Ignores all messages not directly sent to you. 

.Moves chat buffer up one line 

. ... Moves cha.tJ:iuffi;:r down one Iirie 

Moves to top of chat buffer 

Moves to bottom of chat buffer 

... Edits current chat line 

Scrolls back/forward through text, not names in 
chat line history 

Scrolls back/forward through names, not text in 
chat line history 

Scrolls back/forward through names and text in 
chat line history 

Deletes current line of chat text 

Clears contents of chat buffer 

Displays less/more lines of chat text on screen 
(Min. of 2, Max. of 7) 
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WHAT YOU TYPE 

Alt-L 

//CHATFILE NAME 

RESULT 

Saves the chat lines currently on the screen to a text file . 
Repetition of this command appends text onto the end of 
that text file. 

Changes the name of the chatfile you are 

writing to to NAME: ........... . 

//#T~Xf 

//#_TEXT// . . 

/(#. , 

........... Cha11g(!S .colqr of.text fqr .li11e .t() cqlo.r o.~9. ... 
~ha11ges rnlor ()(text . ~t::t.w.ee11 . sl<1~he? to .co.lor O:C) 

. ~.ets Y()\lr ~_hat . t(!)(t. ~<?.l.o.r . t<? .. vv.h.<1tt::\lt:: r. .c<?l.o.r 4t. YO.l1 . wish ... 

color number table 
l .. .. .. ..... .... . Yellow 
2 .. ....... ....... Red 
3 .. .... .... ...... Purple 
4 .. .. .. .. .. ...... Blue 
5 .. ..... .. .. .. ... Green 
6 ... ... ...... .... White 
7 .... ...... .. .. .. Color-cycling Purple 
8 ............... . Color-cycling Blue 
9 .. .... ....... ... Color-cycling Green 
0 .. .. ........ .... Clear 

Sound Keys: 
HOT KEYS RESULT 

//S# Sends sound effect to people within range (0-9). 

NAME://S# Sends sound effect that only NAME can hear, where NAME is 
the name of another character .. 

NAMEl ,NAMEZ://S# Sends sound effect to all characters listed. 

Sound Effects List: 
l .... .. .. .. ....... "You! Stop!" 
2 .. .. ...... .. .. ... "Come back here! " 
3 .. ...... ........ . "Move along there! " 
4 ........... .. .... "Out of the way!" 
5 .... .... ......... "Hey, sewer scum!" 
6 .. .. ........ ... .. Laughter 
7 .. .. ...... ....... Baby crying 
8 ................. Male scream 
9 .... ........ ..... Female scream 
0 .. ... ...... .... .. "Diel " 
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Game Play Keys List: 
HOT KEYS SYMBOL/MEANING 

iii Hitpoints (HP) 

$ a Ceramic Pieces (CP) 

\ fl Experience Points (XP) 

I i1J Psionic Points (PP) 
@ ;;a Your Name - uses stick figure to represent "you" 

Ctrl-1 ~ Sleeping (ZZ) 
Ctrl-2 Ui.! Veiled Alliance (VA) 
Ctrl-3 ~ Templar Council (TC) 
Ctrl-4 ~ In My Humble Opinion (IMHO) 
Ctrl-5 l!l!I Laughing Out Loud (LOL) 
Ctrl-6 m Away From Keyboard (AFK) 
Ctrl-7 m Be Right Back (BRB) 
Ctrl-8 M Talk To You Later (TIYL) 

Ctrl-9 .w Bye (BYE) 
Ctrl-0 :ra Okay (OK) 

Alt-1 - Smiley Face 
Alt-2 .. Angry Face 
Alt-3 ~ Weaponry 
Alt-4 Eilt;I Armor 
Alt-5 c-. Treasure 
Alt-6 cm> Magic Lightn ing 
Alt-7 ~Key 

Alt-8 ~ Mug 

Alt-9 L.t.t." White Flag 
Alt-0 -W.- Skull/Death 
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QUESTIONS OR PROBLEMS? 
Our main business number is (408) 737-6800. II you encounter disk or system related problems you can call 
our Technical Support Stall at (408) 737-6850 between 11 a.m. and 5 p.m., Pacific Time , Monday 
through Fri day , hol idays excluded. NO GAME PLAYING HINTS WILL BE GIVEN THROUGH THIS NUMBER. You 
can wrile lo us lor hinls al: Hinls, Slralegic Simulalions, Inc., 675 Almanor Avenue, Suile 201 , Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
(include a sell-addressed, stamped envelope lor reply). . 

IBM COMPATIBLE COMPUTER INFORMATION: 
Many al our games will work on IBM compatible computers. II you own an IBM compatible computer we suggest that 
you consult with our Technical Support Stall at (408) 737-6850 between 11 a.m. and 5 p.m., Pacilic Time, 
Monday through Friday, {holidays excluded) to see if an SSI game you 're considering purchasing is compalible wilh 
your compuler. II we have insufficienl data lo delermine compatibility, you may wish to purchase the game and test lor 
compatibility yourself. II the game proves to be incompatible, you may return it within 14 days with your dated receipt 
and we will relund your money. Or. if you return the game within 30 days, you may exchange the game for another. 



STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS, ING. LIMITED WARRANTY 1 

Strategic Simulations. Inc. ("SSI") warrants that the diskette(s) on which the enclosed program is recorded will be free from 
defects in materials and workmanship for a period of 30 days from the date of purchase. If within 30 days of purchase the 
diskette(s) prove defective in any way, you may return the diskette(s) to Strategic Simulations, Inc., 675 Afm anor 
Avenue , Suite 201 , Sunnyvale, CA 94086-2901 and SSI will replace the diskette(s) free of charge. In addition, if the 
diskette(s) prove defective at any time after the first 30 days, return the diskette(s) to SSI and SSI will replace the diskette{s) 
for a charge of $10.00 (each disk) plus $4.00 for shipping and handling. California residents, add applicable sales tax. 

SSI MAKES NO WARRANTIES, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, WITH RESPECT TO THE SOFTWARE PROGRAM RECORDED ON 
THE DISKETTE OR THE GAME DESCRIBED IN THIS RULE BOOK, THEIR QUALITY, PERFORMANCE, MERCHANTABILITY OR 
FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE PROGRAM AND GAME ARE SOLD "AS IS." THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THEIR 
QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE IS WITH THE BUYER. IN NO EVENT WILL SSI BE LIABLE FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL. 
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES RESULTING FROM ANY DEFECT IN THE PROGRAM OR GAME EVEN IF SSI HAS BEEN 
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. (SOME STATES 00 NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF 
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OR LIABILITY FOR INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THE ABOVE LIMITATION OR 
EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.) 

The enclosed software program and this rule book are copyrighted. All rights are reserved. This rule book may not be 
copied, photographed, reproduced, or translated or reduced to any electrical medium or machine-readable form, in whole or 
in part, without prior written consent from SSL The program accompanying this rule book may be copied, by the original 
purchaser only, as necessary for use on the computer for which it was purchased. 

Any persons reproducing any portion of this book for any reason, in any media, shall be guilty of copyright violation and 
subject to the appropriate civil or criminal action at the discretion of the copyright holder(s). 

ADVANCED DUNGEONS & DRAGONS, DARK SUN, AO'&D and the TSR logo are trademarks owned by and used under 
license from TSR, Inc., Lake Geneva WI, USA. All TSR characters, character names, and the distinctive likenesses thereof 
are trademarks owned by and used under license from TSR, Inc. 

©1996 TSR , Inc. ©1996 Strategic Simulations, Inc. All Rights Reserved . 

WHAT TO DO IF YOU HAVE A DEFECTIVE DISK 
Each of our games undergoes extensive playtesting prior to its release. Through this process we hope to uncover and 
correcl any errors in programming. However, due to the complex nature of our simulations, some program errors may go 
undetected until after publication. In addition to errors in the program, there are occasionally problems with the disk itself 
We experience the industry standard of approximately a 3 to 5% failure rate of duplicated disks. Before assuming that a disk 
is defective, make sure to check your disk drive. Up to 95% of the disks returned to us as defective will run fine on our 
computer systems. Often the problem is with a disk drive that needs servicing for alignment, speed, or cleaning. 

Should you have a defective disk, please return the disk only (keep all other parts of the game) to our Customer Support 
Department, along with a note describing the problem you have encountered. A replacement disk will be provided upon our 
receipt of the defective disk. 

Should you uncover an error in the program, return both your game disk and any "save game" disks to our Customer 
Support Department. Please enclose a description of what was taking place in the game when the error occurred. Upon 
correction of the program error, we will return an updated disk to you. 

Always make sure to include your name , address , and daytime telephone number with any 
correspondence . We will do our best to see that any problems are corrected as soon as possible . 
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